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Tuesday, October 14, 1976 
A history of NEWSPEAK 
This being my last issue of N~, as Editor-in-Chief, I can't resist making some 
jllfting comments. Hopefulty I will reach thou peopfe who have some semblance of 
.-.ness and-or concern about this campus they are a part of. The rest of you can pass 
1hll up, look at the pictures, then go back to showing (feeble) signs of life and occaaional 
land even f.,..) lntetl9.tflce (of sorts). 
Two yeera ago, as a sophomore, I became involved In this newspaper, which had just 
cMnged i1a n.me, appeerance and direction and therefore was showing the initial en-
....., m.t Is common to new efforts. 
Three week's after writing my first artide (opinionated and self- initiated) and before 
dalng any reel work for the paper, I waa the newly-elected News Editor. 
Being caught up mytelf in the general enthUiiasm, I didn' t consider the real lm-
JIIiltions of my immediate elevation. Although I had been told it waa to prepare myself and 
tt only other member of my claa to be edltcn-ln-chief one year later, nobody was con· 
4f1*1 that there were only two members of the class of '76 showing any concern for 
,.,.,.k. 
The major concern during terms C&O, 1974 undef' John Fitzpatrick and Jack Matte was 
.. budget; they had been left with surprisingly little money for that half year and barely 
-•nacHld to stretch It out, even with the help of emergency funds. Newspe11k at the time 
small scale of necessity. 
The next two tenns, A74 and B74, Sl!IW major people resigning or temporarily absent 
the staff, a"d NtJWSpHk continued to muddle along, although a few major issues 
::.'llti~PPt:KI up for excitement and gave us a more developed sence of direction. 
One bright spot was the new freshman class ('78). As News Editor I found myself trying 
•work with more writers than I knew what to do with. Those that were willing to put up 
my fumbling stuck around, and by December I had a fairly good, if once again, small, 
atff of writers and a batch of new friends. 
But when leadership changed hands again and I found myself an editor-in-chief, I was 
tDrced to put those freshmen into editorial positions, knowing full well that many would not 
lllck. It's absurd to expect that so many college students of only four months can m~~ke a 
mn1mrrm•~n1 to a single activity that offers nothing in return. 
For three terms we' ve managed to pur out a paper by straining friendships, losing 
to resignation for good reasons, and by working some people too hard. 
Two more of us, Pete Mulvihill and myself, have had enough. Enough long hours, 
tllown weekends, strained tempers. 
What remains, in my opinion, is not enough. This is not to say Pete and I have done it 
II: we have been absolutely dependent on the work of others. But the commitment is not 
._e, and commitment is developed, not just solicited and collected. A sudden influx of 
._,nteers and new promises will not, in my opinion, change the situation. We have plenty 
Adventure in New York 
n English point of view 
by Jeff Sleeman attempts at outright bluff. I almost had 
"You' re going where?" 
"To Worcester, officer, Worcester 
Massachusetts." 
'What, pushing lt?" 
The cop opened his mouth as if to say 
IOmething further, changed his mind, 
ftought for a while and eventually came 
out with, " Say, you' re British ain' t you?" 
This obviously explained a lot In his mind. It 
•lained why at twelve o'clock at night he 
hid observed the unprecedented sight of 
twee strange characters heaving several 
*>usand pounds of battered Chevy across 
the George Washington bridge, stopping 
only for a brief rest whilst collecting a ticket 
II the toll booth. The British are known for 
being a bit odd. 
And so I had my first glimpse of New 
York City, the awe-inspiring metropolis 
Which to many Englishmen epitomizes the 
lkcitement of the New World. Mention 
New York to the average man-in-the-street 
In England (you know. the one with the 
Saville Row pin-stripe suit, bowler hat, Eton 
IC:hool tie and trendy Camaby Street Union 
Jack underpants) and what visions spring 
Immediately to his mind? Inevitably, the 
Statue of liberty, Empire State Building, 
the glittering Manhattan skyline, 
malfunctioning air conditioning systems, 
llping, knifing and mugging, in fact all the 
ingredients of a first-clan American 
detective thriller as seen in Odean cinemas 
from Land'a End to John o' Groats. 
For me, New York will always hold 
memories of my first encounter last week, 
IIUihing this blasted car across about ten 
lines of irate New York motorists, after it 
l'lld stalled and refused to re-start on the 
bridge approach. It wasn't easy but 
lllentually we made it and managed to pull 
Into a lay-by at the side, where we were 
now confronted by the amazed policeman. 
"It's o.k., I' ll have It going in a couple of 
minutes." I surprise mVMif sometimes that 
I can try_ to get away with such .,.tant 
myself fooled. ''Open up the bonnet, 
Stann" 
"The what?" 
"The hood." Lucky I'd seen enough 
episod88 of Kojak to have a rough grasp of 
the lingo in these parts. Unfortunately, the 
incredible mass of metal and cables in the 
front of this monster seemed to have very 
little in common with the engine of my own 
modest 1100 cc 180 cu In) 4 cylinder, 46 
mpg Renault, of which I have a reasonable 
working k~owledge after countless in· 
cldents breaking down in the back streets 
of Edinburgh on wet and windy w inter 
nights. But this was something completely 
different, enough engine in here to power e 
Chieftain tank-
Nevertheless, a true full-blooded English· 
m~~n will never say die, will put the best foot 
forward and keep a stiff upper lip land 
other hackneyed phrases as feat\Jred in 
English war films) so with ample deter· 
mination but rather less knowledge, I set to 
work. It didn't make it any easier being 
I n almost total darkness. 
"Have you got a torch In the boot?" I 
should have known better. 
" Can't you stupid Limeys learn to speak 
American?" 
"Sorry, a flashlight in the trunk?" 
"Nope" So I had to do without. workir,il' 
by feel elone - it didn't take long to find 
the exhautt manifold. 
After a considerable time, getting colder, 
dirtier, loaing odd flnget'S on jagged pieces 
of metal, ripping out cables, apewing petrol 
and 20-50 over the engine and moet of my 
body, the thing actually started again, 
although I rather think that it was in spite of 
my efforts, not because of ~hem. Nobody 
was more surprised than I. 
We drove off In triumph, the glimmering 
galaxy of New York lightt way below us as 
we sped on our way towards Good Old 
Wora.ter Town. 
That was before we ran out of petrol In 
White Plains ... 
of name. of people who have e)(prel88d an intereet in working on the PIIP8f, but we do not 
have the organization In the "middle ranks" to aaimllete the8e people into the effort. I am 
auspicious of sudden volunteers froni new people (or fresh prom._ from old I for one 8f'lld 
reason: I've seen It a~or tried It and it .,_...t worked. 
Therefore, I hold out very little hope for the continuation of this publication. It can keep 
functioning, In a way, but it le and t. been in the ect of c:oMepeM~g for leek of proper 
support in the right placa The 801ution • I see it Ia for NIIW8{Melc to auepend publication 
for • 8ingle term for the purpoee of the~' rrm.liution, and ~niut/on of the 
campu. newspaper. 
The rMCtion I have received thu. far le mixed. About 60 per cent have choeen to believe 
me, either immediatety or after much dilcuaion. Of the re.t, eome are doubtful or uneure, 
and some will\ to see the paper continue no mtlltfiT wt..t the cost. ~ 
This attitude has contributed to my decision to reeign from my poeitlon and from the 
staff. Slowly but surely, the newspaper is running i1aetf Into the ground, unleeleome very 
serioua action Is taken. 
That action is In the form of dedication and contricutiOn from the lower levels of the 
administration of the paper, 11ot jutt volunteers for staff. And the c.pability for filling that 
need with anything but empty names or warm bodies doesn't exist. 
The decision will probably be made this weetc. Student Government Is looking at the 
problem, as will the Student Activities Board. The faculty Committee on Student Ute is 
prepared to, if necessary. And on Wednesday night at 6:30 in the NBWSfHNik office, the staff 
and Interested students will teke stock of itsetf. · 
Whatever tt'le outcome, two things will be necessary. The bickering that Is bound to 
occur as various peOple preeent their points of view this week mu$t tmd. and the entire 
school must, at least in spirit, fall in behind whatever effort the staff begins term B. 
And while I have your attantion, I'd like to point out the people of this staff of the sort 
we need more of, for the aake of the paper and the school. 
The business people: Tom May, Ed Robillard, and Peter Wong, who have kept one 
important area of this activity moving along and out of our worriel. 
The Hunkies: There are too many to try to name1 for fear of missing some. But 
somebody has to do that dull, time-consuminu work, and for the most part we've had 
some, If not always enough, people willing to walk into this office to do it for no gain, and 
generally no thanks. (Thanks, people). 
Sports: Rich Clapp and Brian Young have been In there every week, making the Sports 
page the most consistent part of the paper. 
Those members of the class of '78 who waded in and took a awing at running this paper 
with so little background: Toby Gouker, Ellen King, and Rory O'Connor were all willing 
when pushed into their positions, and in my eye that makes them better people than many 
who are successful where they are. 
Our new staffers: J im Cook, Arthur Girard, and Susan Wright all put up with us long 
enough to become viable members of the staff. (Arthur put in one very long Sunday two 
weeks ago.) And Jeff Sleeman, our London Exchange student, who has written some 
entenaining stuff as well as worked. 
Mike Wagner and his boys, the photography staff. Mike has been putting together a 
viable staff from scratch, the most notable (and prolific) member of which has been Bryce 
Granger. • 
John Wallace, whose drama columns have been done very well and brought something 
of value to WPI, which means it'_! pr®ebty not appreciated enough. 
Bruce Minsky, who worked with Russell Kay in Bovton on improving our appearance, 
and wtio supplied much of our initial ~he and direction. 
Tina Tuttle, who has lent moral support. sColded, and above all,. worked. As long as 
there are people like her, the rest of us will be shamed Into working. 
Last and by far not le8st, Pete Mulvihill. Whatever Pete has tried, he has tried too hard, 
If anything, And on top of that, he h88 become the beet of kind of friend. I don't think any of 
us can appreciate what Pete's loss will mean to the peper. 
Unfortunately, not everyone that wants to help can as much a. they'd like, and the 
ones that can do a lot can't do it all. 
Crazy. And it can' t continue. 
Area schools take action 
Doug Knowles 
Editor-in-chief 
PJM 
Meal tax opposed 
BOSTON, MASS. - October 8 - Three Presently students and college officials 
Massachusetts educational institutions are renewing their appeals for the meals tax 
have filed a class action against the exemption - to members of th.e 
Commissioner of Corporations and Massachusetts Senate. The Senate IS 
Taxation, seeking a temporary restraining currently considering its version of a 
order on the Imposition of an excise tax on budget and tax bill for the current fiacal 
meals provided students under a board year. The House budget and tax bill, 
contract. completed on October 3, calls for an 8 per 
The truttees of the College of the Holy cent meals tax. with no one dollar ~x-
Cross. Mount Holyoke and Boston elusion, but adds to the exempt list 
University are petitioners in the suit. studenta in primary or secondary non-profit 
The colleges charge that although the private and public achoola. 
regulation was promulgated on August 1, 
and has an effective date of September 1, 
1976, the Institutions received no notice of 
the regulation until after September 1. Prior 
to notification, the iiWtitutions had already 
entered Into board contracts with ttudentt 
for the entire aemeater. 
The suit atao seeks a preliminary In-
junction prohibiting the CommiaaioMr from 
"lmpoeing, levying or collecting an excise 
tax on meals provided to studentl," 
pursuant to a board contract, and a 
declaration that the Commisaioner's 
regulation dated August 1, 1976 " was 
promulgated ... in violation of G.L. Ch. 30A 
and G.L Ch. 64B and Is invalid." 
The institutions charge that the State 
Tax Commission Is required by ttatute to 
preecribe a method of allocating to meals a 
portion of overall charges for ~ 
lodging~ and other aervk:ea. By failing to do 
this, long-standing tax to struggling • 
atudenta and parenta at this time... would 
be a cruet and unlwtffied penalty against 
our young people." 
' .. :. __ _ ---- ------ -······ 
Editorials: 
Interests and self-interests 
Looking back on three term's worth of newspapers and remem-
bering the story and the people behind each story and picture, leaving is 
not easy. There have i>een many good and enjoyable times (and I am 
happy to say that through my relationship with Newspe~ak, I have met 
more good people than not) as well as just as many plain miserable 
times. All in all, I do not regret five terms of working in various positions 
for this paper, as the experience and friendships gained are invaluable. 
l wish to thank deeply my staff who, through thick and thin, has 
tolerated me most generously and turned out a high quality, graphically, 
product for which I'm very proud of. Special recognition is due par-
ticularly to Art Girard for his unselfish contributions and to Son Tran 
and Mike Conroy for doing the most menial of work - counting words 
(Turkeys can't seem to count past two gobbles). A special note to the 
printer, also, for tolerating our (or my) perfectionist attitude each 
Monday and still keep on smiling. 
It has been written numerous times that the student body here is 
either 1) apathetic, 2) concerned, but quiet (the silent majority syn-
drome), or 3) non-existent. Even with many early warnings last spring 
concerning Newspeak, nobody came to help and nothing was done. 
Now it is failing, going under, dying - whatever, and now is the time 
when another editor is coming out of the woodwork to be WPI's saving 
grace by offering to revitalize and totally revamp Newspeak to serve the 
WPI community. I don't buy it. This paper is going to need more than 
just replacing two editorial positions, a lot more. Numerous times in the 
past, these same people have failed Newspeak in the very same 
promises of commitment. I feel, personally, that it would be better for 
the WPI .community in the tong term effect, if this paper stopped 
publication for one term to reorganize and revitalize its often forgotten 
staft..The inter'st of a very small group for next term should not be put 
abovt the general interests of all for the coming years. 
Peter J. Mulvihill 
Graphics Editor 
OAK 
On Oct. 10 the members of Student Governments from the Con-
sortium schools met at Aaaumption College with Senator Foley of the 
Taxation Committee to discuss the Mass. Meal Tax. He explained the 
background of the tax, and Its current status. He and Senator Boverini 
wiH be submitting legislation next week to exempt students on contract 
plane in college and universities from tl:le 8 per cent meals tax. He was 
optimistic that such a measure could pan the Senate, but wasn't able 
to predict how it would fare in the House. An informative discussion of 
both sides of the issue insu~, and the p,ossible ways of curing the state. 
of ita financial problems due to the numerous services being supplied; 
Next week the Consortium Student Coalition hopes to travel to 
Boston and meet with a number of legislators and possibly someone 
from Gov. Dukakis' office. We need your continued support if this 
endeavor is to be a success. Senator Foley stressed that it is extremely 
important that individual students and their parents personally get in 
touch with their senators, and express their opposition to this tax. 
,..,...,,.,,b.J '"''' .............. 
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Newspeak of Worceater Polytechnic Institute, formerly The Tech Nwn, has 
been published weekly during the academic year, except during college vacation, 
since 1909. Editorial and buaineu offices are located 81 the WPI campus In the 
Room 01, Alley Hall. Printing done by Were River News, Inc., Ware, M .... Second 
class postage peld 81 Worcester, Me. Su*rlptlon rete M.50 per school year, lingle 
copies 20 cents. Make all checkl payable to WP/ NtiWSpHk. 
Another appeal ~I 
This issue will be the last one under the leadership of DOUg 
Knowles; I, John Zimmerman, intend on keeping the newsp~tper 
publishing over at least the next term (subject to SAB approval). There 
are ma'ny problems which the paper is facing. The loss of Peter Mulv1hi 
will be a great one for the paper. Pete has ccntributed a great deal with 
his diligence in designing and supervising the make up of the paper, 
Indeed he has personally made up half the paper on several occasiona. 
Pete's leaving will create a large hole which Rory O'Connor will attemPt 
to fill. This problem is essentially one of bodies. We need about ten 
persons to help lay out the paper on Sunday afternoons. A few mort 
persons are also needed to work on Saturday afternoons. At preaem 
Mike Conroy, Son Tran, Tina Tuttle and Jim Cook have done the brunt 
of the work on Saturdays. They deserve the thanks of the paper far 
being so faithful. 
The problems of Saturday and Sunday are basically that 
technical nature but the rest of the week we need writers. If you 
carefully at last weeks staff box you will see four ~riters (inclu 
President Hazzard). This is simply not enough Wfiters to put out a ..,a•-·• 
Last weeks paper included approximately 3 pages of material from 
press service and at least a page and a half of pictures. This is simply 
the way a newspaper dealing with WPI should be written. f would niHt•·• 
receive articles on all types of events: Club meetings, minutes of va1riollf.l 
committees of student interest, and reports on happenings ar•"u~..-.• 
campus. We also have a fair bit of material that we would like to 
written. If you would like to meet people around campus you will 
To t1 
He 
eorre _, 
1. 
::: 
fhiF 
thU 
lide 
IUgQ 
fll()t.ll 
IIJt8 
the whole weight of the paper behind you in any investigation 
would like to conduct. If you are interested in writing fo~: the Dalld 
please get in contact with Laura Mattick in Riley 2t8 or Neal Wright 
TKE. They will be able to give you any hints on how to go about tack .. 
an article. 
... 
... 
&be 
11M 
As you can see Newspes'k needs your help to put the NewapaptJ 
back to the place it deserves as the method of communicating will 
large numbers of students. I appeal for your help in undertaking 1hl ""' 5. 
· large task of publishing a. newspaper. ~ 
ZMr~mWII,_ill..,. 
EdlttOII:; 
.... 
nl 
8. 
• 
Yep. You guessed it. More on the sound system. The procedu :: 
proposals, bidding, and contracts, where they existed at all, WIN: Pub 
haphazird at best. How can anyone know this was a good deal (I thiM rtahl 
I'm gonna laugh) on the basis of one serious (7) proposal? Or were thlll 7 
others? Pub 
No concrete responses on lest week's thefts. Guess the area (!ft.; =:1 
eluding the campus) is more degenerate than I thought. · bflc: 
Has the city of Worcester considered that flashing red and vAIInt~~l:ll to t 
lights attract more attention than signs, and that flashing blue lights Thii 
cure people of ignoring either? (I Imagine Larry Dulong would agr•J : 
Perhaps such a display of concern would warm the hearts of IOCII dire 
citizens; especially those with dented fenders or injured acquaintanca 
Some elements of fire safety seem to be lacking on campus, such 
as no aJarm in the large commons room in the Pub. I'm sure that, in M 
emergency, the new sound system can drown out distant alarms. No 
reflection on the Pub Board; they've demonstrated more concern than 
anyone' else, and they don't even own the building. · 
A tot of you turkeys are so blind you complain about things you 
don't know enough about and don't do a thing about what you can 
change. If the shoe fits, you deserve to get ripped off, and are infernally 
lucky that there are peoJtle around willing to help you so much. 
Doug Know,., 
PJM 
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r.orrections 
To lht Editors: 
Here are a few points that need 
..,.ecttng after Jerry Foratator's article of 
1111 week: .... 
f. I recommended that the Lens..& Lights 
!lllikers (black cabinet, horn, tweeter) be 
111111 for live bands and bump & Boogie in 
1111 Pub. Such use would Involve placing 
.,..,.,akers on the dance floor or on either 
ill of the stage when needed. I did not 
1118111 that the speakers be permanently 
~ in the middle of the floor as Jerry 
... 
z;l am sorry that Jerry thinks the L&L 
look like "over grown red-headed 
They were designed to be par-
withstand being carried around. • 
coiOf comes from the rainfOfced 
coating. 
l The lens & Lights concert speakers 
was bought from ILF, Inc. in 
Ga. ILF is a profeuional sound 
that builds concert system~ and 
more than tiix road outfits on tour 
big name profeaional groupt. The 
IP88kera use the ume cross overs 
highly profeseionll and aucceaful 
u-. An inexpeMive 
1-..t'ul design Is not worth abandoning 
because rww and more expehSi\te 
are developed. 
4. I wn sony that Jeny'a ..,.. ''main-
a predominant ringing" aft• a bump 
•·••-•teat veer. Some people this yeer 
11M Pub with their ears ringing when 
..,,.,..,,t even been on the dance floor. 
' 1hl "big black Cllbineta" do provide 
because they .,. pert of a highly 
~ provan *"'nd 
_.,.. TheY are ueed fOf many functlona 
•WPt and, as I mentioned in a previous 
..,, pey for themsefves whenever they 
.... 
t. Stereo imagery wes maintained by the 
lllng mounted speakers in the Pub. They 
connected in a left-right-left-right 
...a.•Mtina pattern ao that anywhere in the 
Nt e person could hear both the left and 
11t111 lidea of a stereo program. 
7. :rhe ceiling mounted speakers in the 
N» ere mounted on the wooden beams 
wlllch surround the concrete support 
t.me. They are fastened with 6 inch angle 
lackets nailed to the wooden beams, not 
ID the main structural supportS of Riley. 
11111 method of mounting more effectively 
dlcouples vibrations to the floors above. 
Mn the eyebolt hanging the speakers 
lhctly on the wall. 
l The "little red tweeters" can produce 
.aottt clean sound as well as handle high 
IMI concert progtam material !screaming 
lilgn). 
l H liltening tests were conducted, Lens 
t Lights would know that live bands need 
IIIOrl than a small stereo system. Lens tt 
NEWSP 
Lights would also know how to meet 
reasonable listening requirements in a 
practical manner. 
And now a few specific questions for 
your readers to think about and for Jerry to 
answer: 
1. Does Jerry still insist that the new Pub 
system will handle live bands although it 
has been conclusively proven that )t 
cannot? The original specifications for the 
system claimed that it would. 
2. Does a "professional" sound In· 
stallation include amp, tuner and preamp 
simply thrown in a closet? 
3. How is the equalization of the system 
adjusted for the room being empty or full of 
~? Jef!Y says that controls are 
nowhere to be found. 
4. If questions 1 through 3 above appty 
becauee the system Is as yet uncomplete, 
when itt the e)(pected date 0t completion 
and how much more will it cost? 
6. The new system is split left-right 
directly in the center of the room. When a 
person is in front of a speaker in t,. left end 
of the room, the nearest right channel 
.,._., e41n be up to 20 feet away. How 
can a beJanced stereo effect be achieved 
uflder theM oonditionl? 
8. During Bump & Boogie, the dance 
music is loUd ttvoughout the entire Pub. 
The level iiiUch thet the tum_.. to play 
tecorda 'for Bump & Boogie pk:b up tow' 
frequency feedback ewn when It is aw.y 
from the daPCe floor. The volume Ia limited 
bv thil problem. Ia thll a practicaiiOiution 
to B&8 aound? 
7. Can the C)riglnel contnlet. ligned by 
Jerry foragter, apecifying the guaranteed 
performance of the Pub aystem 
(background, bump & boogie, live en-
tertainment) be produced end made public? 
Ca'!. the contractor be held to his contract? 
8. What about the 2 tape decks that were 
bought? Only one Is In the Pub. Where is 
the other one7 
9. Once Social Committee's excuse for 
the $7300 expenditure was that students 
could use the system's tur.ntable and tape 
decks to make their own recordings. When 
will these services be made available? 
10. Has the "contractor" already 
received his "contracting" fee even though 
the installation is as of yet incomplete or 
not meeting specifications? 
11. Simply because a student takes 
courses in electronics and audio, does this 
automatically give him the skill to 
professionally install a practical sound 
system? 
12. Does the fact that an EE student has 
taken 3 power courses and another student 
is registered in the ME department 
automatically indicate they know nothing 
about sound systems? 
Brad Thatcher 
urry Coryell Concert aeport 
by the WPI Soct.l CommlttH 
Ticket Sales: 
Non. Students -Mat ss.oo-
Wore. Colleges- 50 at M.OO-
WPI Stutlenb-415aU3.00-
Total ticket sales - 620. 
ExpenMS: 
Larry Coryell 
Lordly & O.me CommisSion 
LiHieVIIIege 
All American Sound 
Harrington Rental 
(Electric len, custodian, pollee) • 
Oty Pollet 
Spot Light Rental 
Posters 
Clean-up Crew 
Stage Crew 
WAAF Radio Spots 
WAA B Radio Spots 
Gas 
Road Tolls 
Food refreshments for Band 
Tickets (estimate) 
Total expenus: 
Total Income: 
, .. l:d Total deficit : 
$450.00 
$200.00 
$1,455.00 
Total Income 12,105.10 
Sl,eoo.oo. 
300.00t 
450.00 . 
600.00. 
464.4f 
461.24 
200.00 
10.00 . 
25.00 
35.00 
134.88 
135.12 
5.00 
.eo 
53.94\. 
30.00 
$5,675.44 
$5"75.44 
2,105.00 
$3,570.44 
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Massachusetts meals tax 
TO: WPI Students 
FROM: George Hefferon, President of 
the Student Body 
RE: Massachusetts Meal Tax 
If you eat in Morgan Hall or in a fraternity 
house, or plan to next year, you could be 
paying between fifty and seventy-five , 
dollars more a year for your meals unless 
we act now. The Mass. State Senate is 
currently considering a bill which would 
impose an 8 per cen~ meals tax. Th•s would 
include tax on meals served at colleges and 
universittes in the state. A similar bill was 
passed by the House of Representatives 
last Week. 
Since 1941 a 5 per cent tax has been 
collected on all meals costing over $1.00 
served to the public. It was clearly not the 
intent of the legislature to tax student 
meals when the act was passed in 1941. 
There was no need to exempt student 
meals because at that time, due to lower 
costa, such meals fell below the $1.00 
minimum. Now, due to tfit large deficit the 
state hal incurred, it _hopes to raise some 
revenue by instituting a meals tax of 8 per 
cent and with no minimum. They hope to 
be able to sap the students in the state fOf 
about t6 million next yMr. •. 
Tht. tax wiU.also include anything bOught 
In the IChool snack ber. If you use the 
snack ber you ahould also be concerned 
about the peauge of this bill. • 
The students attending c~ and·, 
univtr8itlea should not atJind for the unfair 
!rNtment. The coat of 'higher educadon II 
An ode ~ 
To the Editors: • 
I propoee that a Plaque be made with the 
following ln.cription and hung biJWeer! the 
two large apeakeft in the Pub. 
• 
* 
• 
Jerry Forstater 
(summer of 1976) 
He built this syatem 
which he knows 
souncls (looc:l. 
He built it 10 that 
anyone with his taste 
could enjoy it. 
He knows that anyone 
who doesn't think it's a 
very good system is stupid. 
• 
* 
I propose that the money for the plaque 
should come out of the Social Committee 
budget. 
Cordially yours, 
William G. Hauis 
Rough it 
To the editors: 
I think NttwspfMic is a great example of 
the kind of joumalitm which lhould prevail 
on college campu~e~ ell acroa our country. 
Each week I read every word with zealous 
avidity, and wt8ll am doAe I put the paper 
to great practical UN. But this brings me to 
my one complaint about NrmpH/c, that 
the paper it II printed on II much too 
ROUGH. Perhape if you had It printed on 
paper the texture of Channln we might all 
benefit not only from the great journalism 
but the utilitarian value. 
Petttr Schuylflr (76) 
LIST II SPICE1 
Or have you already finished 
your protects? If you get bogged 
down by problems that tust don't 
seem to want to quit then refresh 
your mind with a courSe in 
'Creative Problem Solving'. 
Give yourself a break today. 
Offered B.Jerm for 1-6 unit; 
To register or for more info, 
see Jack Boyd In Hlggins-115 
high enough without paying iax on our 
meals. Why should we be taxed for eating 
three meals a day like everyone else? Many 
student bodies in the state are already 
campaigning against this legislation. 
On October 5th and 7th, the heads of the 
student Government Asaociations from the 
Consortium schools met to coordinate the 
effort to have our opposition voiced in 
Boston. We will be working closely in the 
next few weeks, and will be meeting with 
some legislators soon. We will need your 
help if we are to be successful. 
There will be a bill introduced later tn the 
week which if passed would exempt 
students in institutions of higher learning 
from paying the meals tax. We cannot hope 
for possible passage of this exemption 
unless each student takes the time to let 
the legislators in Boston know how they 
feel. -
In the next few days, we will be clr· 
culating a petition supporting the exemp-
tion for students, and we urge you to sign 
it. We also strongly encourage each of you 
to take a few mlnut• to write to at least 
one senator. You mu6t .ct now btlc•u• 
tiHI bill is eJq»Cted to come ro • vote whhin 
• wee/c. 
It will oC.t you only a dime end a little 
effof1 to let the aenatora in Boa1on know 
how you feel on the lpplk:ation of the 
M .... Meal Tu to coltege. and unlver-
litiea. It mey coit you much mOft later If 
you do nothing. 
Think small 
To the Editors: 
Toct.y the wand 1e a world of ~ 
Man u a apeciel and the wortd • an entity 
II running out of'M1Ural rteOUfCI1II,. Food, 
clothing and energy .. .. .. dire l)pd: 
Untl now ~hive Mill t.Uttwo ~of 
~ thla, decrllll the popUtrion, 
or dece I •• the lhiing etandln:t. I howMw 
pr~ e different IOiution. 
Decreeee the lin of people. In tQdlvs 
wQttd man no ·longer needs greet size or 
physical strength. By Mcreeling tti*alie of 
people the amount of re.ourcee reqURd to 
meinlllin. our w.v of Jife would deCN•e 
dramatica!fvt Thjs ~ be ~·I?¥ ~ 
the smaller amou nta of fOOd and cfqttling 
needed by e chftd. Think of the huge gains 
in apparent natural reeourcetr, lt would be 
as if the worldll proeplrlty inc....-ed 
dramaticly. 
In order tl\at this great endeavor be 
accomplished I further propose that the use 
of growth supressant drugs be made 
mandatory. As the complete conversion of 
the earths populace would take several 
generations the molding of a new society 
could also be accomplished. This society 
would be molded to the new stature of 
man. 
• Additional benefits of my plan •nctude: 
more appropriate size relations between 
man and sub-miniature electromechanical 
devices, greater effective living space and 
restructuring of existing Institutions. In 
essence man would be given a frelh ltart, 
the ability to creete a new eoclety with all 
the knowledge he haa obtained to date. 
AI my departing words I would like to 
emphasize that time growa short. We must 
ect now or face the ~ of our 
spectacular extravagance. 
Think Small 
Dean 
- The c.nter four ,.. .. of 
this edition of NEWSPEAK 
are a supplementary pullout 
J 
section maid~ up a patent 
handbook for students, 
written by Don Gettner. 
We urge everyone to 
pullout the pullout, partially 
to make pages I and t more 
readable, and partially to 
keep and read and hold for 
future reference. The In-
formation It contain could 
prove valuable in the future. 
• 
Student government news 
Freshman class elections 
The candidates 
The following are the· <andidates for 
Freshman Claea Elections: 
Presideht 
Den Henneay 
John Meedef 
va-Presid.,t 
L811ie Greenfield 
Tf'ftsurer 
Glenn Cooley 
Ct.&& Rep. 
AndyFaia 
Bill Potter 
Eric Zucker 
President: 
There are two candidates for the office of 
Commuter Representative: 
Chuck Gammel 
Gary Graham 
Voting for these offlcea will take place on 
Thursday, Oct. 16 from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. on 
the first floor of Damielt Hell. 
... 
Dan Hennessy 
JO 
My name Is Dan Hennessy and as you 
may or may not have discovered I am 
running for the Presidency of our class !The 
Class of 19791. In this article I w1ll attempt 
to g1ve you a general outline of my plan of 
action if and when I am elected. For those 
of you who place emphasis on past ex· 
perience - I w ill elaborate on my high 
school posts. I was elected to the Student 
Advisory Board and served on several 
subcommittees of our School Committee. 
From this I received insight as far as getting 
things done with the least amount of 
bureaucratic red tape - and gettmg them 
done right. I also partictpated in the 
Student Exchange Program betwM.1 my 
school ITantasqua Regional, Sturbridge, 
Mass.) and Lynn Classical H1gh School in 
Lynn, Mass. 
I consider these points irrelevant to the 
matter at hand though - I am more 
concerned w1th the future of the Class of 
1979 and what WE can do NOW. I say WE 
because I will be YOUR president. All I ask 
is your support, not only on October 16, but 
for the rest of the term. Without YOU I am 
nothing 
John Meader 
To the Freshman class: 
In deciding to run as a candidate for your 
claa President, I staned to think about the 
major issues which are coming up. First of 
all, we need money to support ourselves. 
This is the first area of concern. Next, we 
need to have better communication bet-
ween the individual mernberl of the clna 
and the officers. Finally, we need, to have 
several cleee activities to show that we are 
an active group of students. 
As your President, I promile to start the 
I also would like the opponunity to meet 
with taG,h of you. I will be in the Wedge on 
WednesCJay, October 15 from 12:00 to 1:00 
p.m. and at 4:00p.m. on the same day. I 
can also be found there on Thursday the 
16th from 12:00 to 1:00 p .m. I choose this 
point because it's centr8Uy located and 
accessable to all. 
I can promise you noth1ng as far as 
activities go - I have no intention of 
promising you something before the 
election and then producing nothing af... 
terwards. What I can guarantee Is 
dedication, loyalty, hard work and 
wnatev8f it takes to do the JOb as it should 
be done. I am involved with no extra 
curricular activities, so all my time and 
energies can be focused upon this task. 
I intend upon calling class meetings 
periodically so we can define our goals and 
go about attaming them. Once I ascertain 
what you people would like to see done -
then we'll get it done and have a damn 
good time doing itl Once again, the 
decision is in your hands - Think About lt. 
Sincerely, 
Dsniel J . Hennessy 
ball rolling on all of these items. As your 
suggestions come to me, I w1ll begin im· 
mediate work on them. 
In closing, I believe it Is Imperative that 
your Prelident be available to listen to you. 
I live on campus and will make myeetf 
available to hear you. Stop by Daniels 304 
or drop a noteto Box 510. 1 appreciate your 
time in reading this and I'd appreciate your 
vote Thursday. 
Thank you, 
John Meeder '79 
Course evaluation 
At the end of eech term every teecher Ia 
obliged to p.a out ewluation lheetl to the 
studft~tt in hit-her courae. For ma.t of ua 
this ia old hat, but for the freahmen'a 
benefit we thought • brief aummary would 
be In order. 
The nudenta lhould tDa the time to 
answer the qu•tiona fairly. Thia II done on 
a acale of 1 to 10. A common mistake Ia 
that alar~e number of people write alxet aa 
a low scOfa. Remember, the ev8fage 11 5; 
not 7 or 81 A major problem In the peat hH 
l)een when aomeone writ• in a Z8fO 
becaute they think a teech it terrible Of • 15 
when he haa been fantaatic. These 
numbers are not recorded, and thll per10na 
evaluation 11lo1t. The multi are processed 
I'Non-mixer'' 
The class of 19n Is apon10ring a KICK 
OFF " NON MIXER" on Wednesday, 
October 29th In Alden Auditorium 
beginning at B:OO p.m. The atmosphere will 
be alt8fed tlightly from the utual WPI 
MIXER. Thtte will still be beer and :nun· 
chleaon sale, and dancing, but there will be 
tables let up to promote more of a club· 
type atmoephere. Hence, the t itle, " NON 
MIXER". Thia will hopefully allow people to 
and .. U88d for IUCh thinga • dedlionl 
concerning tenure and COUI'II chlngea. 
The reautts are ueed in 1 Mrioua manner 
and it wi" work bettar fOf you If the forma 
are allo antwered Mrioulty. The t.cuhy 
have ello ltatld that they appreciete the 
extra commentt and in feet they do not 
nece.arlly fell on deaf en. If you have an 
honeat complelnt, or compliment, for .the 
courae write It out and help the teecher the 
next time he teachel the course. 
The sheetl are In the proc:.a of betng 
improved. Anyone lnterllted in helping can 
contact Prof. Goodwin. 
Courae Evaluation Sub-Committee 
Committee of Conc8fned Studentt 
socialize more easily, rather than wandering 
around aimleslly. Music will be provided by 
FATE, a veraatile rock group whoae 
repertoire 1ncludes a wide range of music. 
Cost of the KICK OFF ia tUX) per per· 
son. Only TECH students will be allowed 
Into the hall between 8-9 p .m. (bring you 
101. After that time, the doors will be 
opened to all college age individuals (with 
proof of age IDl . 
The statements printed here are all that were 
Newspeak. NeV'tspeak is neutral with respect to the 
nothing should b~ inferr~d from the layout of this page. 
Treasurer: Glen Cooley 
If the class officera disappeared at 7:32 
tonite, would the students begin to 
aimlessly walk around. I very much doubt 
it. What then, is the purpose of a class 
officer. 
Well, let us first examine the situation. In 
the upcoming elections we have a person 
running unopposed for vice-president, a 
pefSOn running unopposed for treasurt~r 
(myself) and nobody running for secretary. 
This would seem to show a lack of interest 
on behalf of the freshmen. But, there are a 
number of students runninQ for 
representative and pteeident whiCh 
show a class looking fOf fame and 
Either way, you need a student 
ment \0 do things such as oraenillll 
activit""- for the class, or so they Mill 
You need a stvdent government that 
their ~ime in and wOftca •or the c1a-. _ ........... 
now will. It ia up to you, the freshmen ~MIIIIPI~ 
to pick the people who will meet the 
of the class, because you w1ll be stucll• 
us for the rest of the year. 
Glenn COdley 
Candidate for Treasurer '79 
Student~ Rep: Bill Potter 
Welcome fellow classmates, 
I would JUst like to tell you that Bill Potter -
will be runnmg for the pos1tion as your 
Student Representative. I hope to see as 
many of you as I can before the elections, 
so that when you see my name, you can at 
least associate it with a face. Also, there is a 
poster around beginning with " "'ntmll• 
Freshman" and 1t contains some t. 
formation about myself. Read it, it may be 
worth your while. 
Thank you, 
Bill Potter 
For Student Representative '79 
Student gov't. meeting 
There was a meeting of the WPI Student 
Government. The presiding officer was 
President George Hefferon. Present at this 
meeting: G80fge Hefferon, President; John 
Smith, Secretary; Chuck Gammal. Acting 
Commuter Rep.; Judy Sherborn (proxy), 
•n Rep.; Lance Sunderlin, Dorm Com· 
mittee; Rusty Hunter, Social Committee; 
Lynne Buckley, 76 Rep.; John Forster, 
SAB; Doug Knowles, Academic Cornm.; 
Bill Golden, '78 Rep.; Joe Jones, CCS; Eric 
Hertz, CHB; Bernie Brown, Advisor. 
Absent: Pete Tordo, IFC; Liz McCauley, 
Ind. Rep. 
Meeting H~ghlights: 
- G80fge Hefferon filled everybody in on 
the status of the Meal Tax at the State 
Houae. He stated that work to ftght the tax 
would begin this week. 
-Next the board discuaeed the 60 
signature Nle for class elections. A motion 
was made to put a referendum on the ballot 
of the next general election to change this 
to 26 signatures to get on the ballot fOf ell 
claae officen and l1tP8 with the offices of 
President, Secretary, and Social Cheirman 
to remain at 50. 
- lnformetion fOf this year's Who's Who 
in American Cdleges nominations Wll 
diacuated. George decided to appoint a 
Dancing for MS 
A 50 hour dance marathon will start at 4 
p.m. Fridly, October 31 and continue 
around the clock to 6 p.m., Sundly, 
November 2 in the Galleria at Worcester 
Cent8f. The theme will be, " Dance To End 
The Mystery of Multiple Sclerosis - Help 
Discover a Cure." 
Music throughout the marathon wiN be 
discotheque style featuring hits from the 
roaring twenties right through to popular 
hits of today. On Saturday, November 2 
from 9 to 11 . dancing will be open to the 
public to " Dance With the Marathoners." 
Music will be by " Welimax" and will 
features a goldy oldyies revival plus a dance 
contest. Admission will be $3.00 a couple. 
The Galleria will be open Sunday, 
November 2 from 1 to 7 to countdown the 
marathon. There will be free parking in the 
red garage with entrance through the door 
nearest .the red garage (near McCrory's) or 
by the staircase from the theatre. 
Anyone interested in dancing, or 
sponsoring a couple can obtain regiatration 
cards and· or sponsor sheets by calling 862· 
0378. 
All proceeds will go to benefit the 
Worcester County Chapter, National 
Multiple Sclerosis Society to support 
research and to assist those individuals 
affected w1th MS. 
comm1ttee with the suppon of a vote of 
those present. Work on Who' s Who ·~·.w'IMCiflQ 
begin immediately. • 
- Chuck Gamma!, acting 
Rep. announced that the co:~~=:~~~~1 
needed money for some social 
planned for Term B. He made the 
that the Executive Board adopt a r81iOIU1.._&;;;~ 
asking the Social Committee .. for 
- There Wll a great deal of discussion on 
motion and it was decided that 
Commuters should use the funds from 
Commuter Dues. Chuck's motion w11 nal 
aaconded. 
- The diSCussion regard1ng the fate d 
N.wspHic in Term B wea next on 
agenda. Doug Knowlea presented ttt. ...-....-mn. 
and the motion wet made to recommend 
the SAB that the funds for NrN${JHic. 
frozen for Term B until a more 101111 
organization be ~. The motiall 
received a aecond but wea tabled to w 
next meeting when an oppoeing view coull 
be preeented. 
The meeting wet ctOeed at 9:15 with 1111 
next meeting being acheduled for T...-
Octobef 14, 1976 at 7:3> in Olin 212. 
John Joaeph Smith 
student Government 
Secretary 
FEA poll 
(CPSI - About 5 per cent Of the Amen. 
pubic: aurwyed lied when eelced If they dl 
anything to conMNe energy, according • 
the Fecter.i Energy Admin~ IFEAl. 
In a recently conducted survey, the F1A 
liked quedona about wNt Americena 
doing to lave full. Poftlters _. 
qua.tiona such •: "Are you Ullng fwlll 
llghtt?" or "Do you driw at 66 mille pll 
hour?" 
At the end of the lntarviewa, pollstllt 
asked, "Have you ev• installed a thermldlf 
in your automobile?" Five per C*lt 1ft" 
awered yea, FEA apoka.p~t~ons 111d. 
Thermldor, • in 'loo-ter thermldor', IIi 
gourmet dish. 
Ill YIIISELF! 
Competency Exame, P.-olects, 
teats, and problems In the ,..I worlll 
could almost alway• be hand._. 
better c,..ttvely. Leam how by 
slgnlnt up lor 'C....tlve Pr ... lem 
Sofvlftt}'. 
Offered a term for 14 un" 1 
To rt~lster or for ...,..Info, 
1M ~ck loyd In Hlgglfta.115 
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peners at Holy Cross 
by John J. Walmce 
enu'actors Guild opened their season 
year with " Come Beck, little Sheba". 
at Holy Cross's Fenwick Theatre 
week. Witraam lnge's play is an ample 
of humor and stinging drama, 
around Doc and Lola Delaney and 
doesn't realize the rules have changed. 
This, and Lola's constant reminders of past 
disappointments, drive Doc back to 
alcohol, and In his grief, he almost kills her. 
dissapointing belief that, now in their 
... _ •• _ .:!...... good times have left them behind 
The play ends wi1h Doc's return from the 
hospital. Lola has changed for the better; 
the house is clean and her dreams indicate 
hope for the future, not longing for the 
past. As the lights dim for the last time, 
despite the feeling that things will slide back 
to the way they were, the audience harbors 
a hope for the Delaney's; after all. we all 
could be a Delaney in twenty years, and 
that's not too promisinQ a susmestion. 
I 
Doc had been forced to give up a 
medical career to marry Lola and 
a small town chiropractor because 
one impassioned night so long ago. A 
ago, he had tried to drown his guilt in 
but since then had been on a 
road to recovery. Lola, his first 
IS now dumpy, childless and 
Sh& is constantly dreaming 
swooning over days long gone; days 
would like to see long forgotten. Lola 
lonely, and her nightly calls of 
Sheba". calling her dog 
as mysteriously as the 
times, are cries to return to those 
The production was well rounded with 
laughs, but the reality of the situation keeps 
slapping you in the face. William Sigalis as 
Doc and Ann Marie Shea as Lola handled 
their leading roles (tough ones indeed) 
excellently, giving us a display of their 
dramatic acting skills. Sally Jones as Marie 
and Matt McOuail as Turk also filled their 
roles amply. Most of the supporting roles 
could have used a little more enthusiasm, 
but all told, it was a fine production, well 
directed by William lnge. We look forward 
to Entr' Actors next production in January. 
On the local scene; Holy Cross theatre 
will produce " All Over" by Edward Albee in 
a lounge in Hogan Campus Center, October 
15·19 at 8 p.m. Student tickets are $1.50. 
oth ills Theater 
by John J . Wallace 
Worcester Foothills Theatre 
~Camoanv on Chatham St. will be 
"The Importance of Being 
•nit'' through October 26. The play, 
by Oscar Wilde, is a grand comic 
in and around london. It revolves 
John Worthing and Algernon 
his long lost brother. They both 
love under assumed names only to 
their fiancees love them almost 
for their assumed name, which, 
.. ilrlllly, is Earnest. A biddy, meddling 
lnd her ideas on what does or does 
lllllke someone what ever it is they are, 
to complicate matters. Some great 
...,...,..,,j,. statements on love, life, end 
snobbery were thrown out which 
quite a few laughs and some in-
.. .,;,., thoughts as well. 
Mayberry handled the role of john Wor-
thing in his usual domineering style. Scott 
Sortman as Algernon Moncrieff, Wor· 
thing's easy going companion ill adventure 
added to the enjoyment. Kristine Johnson 
as Gwendolyn Fairfax and Janet Gross as 
Cec:ily Cardew, both new faces tt'lis season, 
formed a great duo. They added much to 
the comedy with their fine acting and 
characterizations, and raised some in-
teresting questions about the ideas behind 
love. 
The production was pure comedy. which 
is Foothills at it's best (usually). Set design 
by Brian Marsh, light by Robert Ekstrom, 
and costume by Anne Fletcher were all 
simple but effective . 
We hope this production is a sign of 
more fine shows coming; the next being 
"The Brewster Papers". October 29 
through November 16. Foothill's reworking 
of the theatre adds comfort and Intimacy to 
any production. Times are Wed. 8; Thurs. 
2, 8; Fri. 8; Sat. 5, 9 ; Sun. 2, 8. Student 
tickets are $2.50 and reservations are 
handy. 
In loco parentis dead? 
by Cynthia Crossen 
ICPS) - Students who live in college 
domls have won some new rights recently, 
but their fteedom may prove to be a 
double-edged sword. While University 
lllminiatrators are more often declining to 
lilly parent to students, they are also 
-~-• ..:.... to protect them from state and 
laws. 
S..ch procedures at Marshall Univef'Sity 
IIUI in Huntington, WV were reviled this 
IImmer to reflect the adult legal status of 
11-yeer·olds in West VIrginia. MU students 
.. now protected from searches by 
UNver.ity officials: to enter a student's 
IQQ!n, officials need a warrant from local 
oalce. 
A.federal judge In Michigan ruled this 
...,..,_ that college students are entitled 
1D the same rights of privacy in their donn 
100ma as any adult in a private home. Two 
lllldents at Grand Valley State Coltegetl 
._, were facing suspension for marijuana 
IIOIIeulon sued the college for illegally 
-..a,ing their rooms. The judge agreed 
._ the college officials should have ob-
llined a search warrant before entering the 
lllldents' rooms. 
But winning new rights has In some 
c-. meant losing old privileges. Many 
COlleges have traditionally asked local 
DOIIce to let them discipline their students 
1\'en if the infractions of school rules also 
-ted local or state laws. Local 
ltlwmakers have often deferred to the 
llnlversit ies. 
Now students at MU will be tumed over 
10 the local police for breaking either 
llnlversity or local laws ThiS will apply to 
offenses such as theft, public intoxication, 
assault, possession of illegal substances 
and trespassing. • 
MU Dean of Students Richard G. Fisher 
said 18-yeal-old majority rights and a 
conviction that the concept of the 
University acting in the place of parents ''is 
dead" had spurred the change. 
The new code will also give local police 
the chance to enforce MU visitation rights 
according to FISher. In a first violation of 
visitation hours, students would not be 
ar,..ed, but on the second, they might be, 
Asher said. 
VISitation hours - one example of the 
parental authority many college8 still 
exerclte over dorm reeldents - have been 
challenged on several campuses but still 
seem to be hanging on. The New Mexico 
State Supreme Court ruled this summer 
that the Board of Regents had the right to 
enforce no-visitation rules. Tl)e Court 
decided that " the regulation Is reasonable, 
eerves a legitimate educational purpoee and 
promotes the welfare of the students at the 
unver8ity." 
Small victories are being won on other 
campuses where visitation hours have 
expanded. At MemphiS State University, 
visitation has been temporarily extended 
from midnight until 2 a.m. but the new 
hours will still have to be approved by the 
Board of Regents. Dean of Students 
Donald Carson said he thought the new 
hours would have a hard time getting by 
the Board. " Boards tend to be conservative 
in nature," Carson said, "and do not take 
kindly to programs of this nature.'' 
.. 
A new face 
by uu,. M11tticlc 
8y this time, most of you should be 
aware that there's a new face In Boynton 
Hall. Pamela Sherer is the new AaitUnt 
Dean of Student Affairs (replacing BiU 
Trask, who has moved to the Office of 
Graduate and Ctreer Plans). 
The job Is not an unfamiliar one to Dean 
Sherer, who was Aalltant Dean of 
Student Affairs at Quil'cy College In llllnol. 
for the past two yeara. However, Dean 
Sherer views WPI as an opportunity to 
expand her rote. Her main 1'88PQnlibllltiet at 
Quincy College were the residence halt.. 
Already this year, Dean Sherer hat had to 
deal with the difficult problem of houaing 
this year's large freahman claa. Dean 
sr,erer has alto become very active in the 
. R.A. program at WPI. 
While attending Southern llllnola 
University, where she received her M.S. in 
Higher Education Administration, Dean 
Sherer was a Resldem Counielor and 
Advisor. She also worked with In-
ternational Student Services. 
As an undergraduate at Carthage 
College, in Kenosha, Wisconsin, Dean 
Sherer had the opportunity to "aee the 
world" on the floating campus of Chapman 
College. The floating campus It on board a 
ship which travels to countries in both the 
northern and southern hemispheres. The 
students on the floating campus study 
during the traveling time about the history 
and the culture of the ports they are going 
to visit. When the ship arrives at a port, the 
students have the option of taking either 
organized tours or exploring the city on 
their own. 
Through Chapman College, Dean Sherer 
visited over 70 countries on five continents. 
While at Chapman, she served as a ataff 
Competency 
Students desiring to take a Com· 
patency Exam during the exam periods 
between Terms B75 and C76, between 
Terms C76 and 078, or after Term D76 
must register to take the exam between 
now and the end of this current term. All 
Plan students in the class of 1976 and 1977 
should have received Competency Exam 
Registration Forma in your WPI mail boxes. 
Those students desiring to take the exam 
during the periods indicated above must 
complete the form and retum it to the 
Registrar's Office by Tuesday, Oct. 21, 
1975. 
Students taking the exam between 
Terms A76 and B75 need take no action 
relative to the Registrar's Office. 
If you are planning to take the exam and 
did not receive registration form, please 
obtain one at the Registrar's Office. 
p 
member in the capecrty af a Resident 
Advisor and Counselor. 
Involved, not only in school related 
activities, Dean Sherer was one of the 
members of the Illinois delegation to the 
White House Conference on Children in 
1970. 
Dean Sherer's various activities reflect 
her interest and concern In people. I'm sure 
that she will do well at WPI. She has 
already begun to become an integral part of 
the community. 
Europe trip 
New intersession ccurse 
offering - Graubard 
Field trip to 
Europe Jan. 6-26 
Multi-n6tionlll Corporste 
Power Structure: 
Commercial Enterprise 
or Supra-Government. 
First hand observat1on of the ways in 
which the supra- governmental cor· 
poratione adapt to and influence t he social, 
economic, and political structures of 
various countries of Western Europe. The 
course will include a preliminary 1-day 
orientation workshop (on campus), 
followed by a 3 week field trip to visit the 
lnt.emational headquarters of: Mobil Oil, 
Fiat, Olivetti, Heineken, Shell Oil, Nestle, 
Norton Co., and othets. The countries 
viaited Will incluce: LUXembourg, MOHand, 
Switzerland, West Germany, and Italy. 
Fee: $715 includes: Airfare, Tran-
sportation, Hotel accommodations (in-
cludes breakfast) first class Eurail pass, 
taKes, tips, company lectures and e~etras. 
Those interetted must notify Prof. 
Graubard, Higgens House and remit $100 
deposit no lat8f than November 3, 1915. 
The course is open to all and a detailed 
ltlner;Jry is available. 
lntersession lottery numbers 
The word is that many people on campus 
figure they won' t get the lnterMIIIon 
• courses they want becauM they got a 
" lousy" lottery number. Tain't 101 There 
are only a ftJw courses where having a good 
number is critical. For the othtn, in fact 
for at least 96 per cent of all intersession 
courses, It just doeen't matter what your 
lottery number is - you'll still get ln. 
And if you don't get In, you atiH have 
some recourse. People decide to change 
courses or drop out of cou,... and 
openings develop. And the soec:ee beina 
held in many courses for outside registrants 
are opened to WPI students the end of B 
t.-m. 
So even if you didn't get what you think 
Is a good lottery number, and even if you 
don't get the course you realty wanted In 
• the initial go-roond, don't get dlecouraged. 
Stop by and Me me any morning and I'll 
help you get into the course you want if it is 
at all poaible. 
Harriet Kay 
Bovnton 306 
WIITEI 1111111 1111 
A Wint.rMoulltaiMeri ... W.lut .... (.,.._...y, , .. - s.May, 1-11) Md Ex_..letl 
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"&be 111rvey Is eempletely UlOIIym ... People wbo rec:elve the qaesU.ulre are 
picked randomly by a eompu&er priDtout. If you do rec:elve a copy, we bope &bat 
you wW take tlle time te Oil ll ..t ud retarD lt. 
So rar the results bave beell very geod. We lllope to priDt oar eoaeluiolls lD • 
rutur~ edltlon of NEWSPEAK. 
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Students go-down, down, down ~~~d~n;:s~r~o~:~~ ~;;c~~~entsopposed Tuesday, October 14, Gallup asserts that most students l'!al, 
" dinorted" view of big bustness, 
esti Tl&tlt;~g profitS and under·esti by Alf•n RBbinow1tz 
(CPS! - College students are an 
unhappy, cynical, alienated bunch of 
people, with no respect for institutions, 
lima belief in God and the "ICiwest morals," 
if George Gallup's atatlati~ have correctly 
gauged the mood of the nation's cam-
puses. 
A recent Gallup survey showed that 
while most students lean to the left 
politically, the minority of students who 
"take a center or right of center position" 
on political iseues are also those who have 
"the greatest confidence in the nation and 
its institutions, respect for religion, and 
their own family life." 
The survey results, based on about 900 
interviews with students from 57 colleges 
around the nation, indicated that most 
students move to the left in their political 
thinking during their four years of college. 
While 30 per cent of the freshmen polled 
said they leaned to "left of center or far 
left," 53 per cent of the seniors said they 
identified with the left to some degree. Only 
20 per cent of the seniors said their ideas 
went to the right of center or far right. 
Catch 22222 
(l:l"~l A student publishing 
organization at the University of Texas has 
learned that it must obtain the permission 
of the University's Board of Regents before 
it can sue the Board of Regents. 
Attorney General John Hill ruled that 
Texas Student Publications (TSP), which 
publishes the university's newspaper, the 
0Bify Texan, was "no longer a legal entity," 
due to a trust agreement between the 
The poll does not include, :1owever, 
freshman statistics for those students who 
are now seniors, nor does it rake Into ac. 
count that political, social and economic 
conditions WMe very different four years 
ago when these students were freshmen. 
The Iurvey compared one Ivy League 
university {which was not named) and 
Oklaho·· a Christian College {OCCJ with 
each o• 'ler and with college students in 
genera• fhe OCC students tended to take 
the c . .)Site view from the majority of 
college , • :dents around the country on 
almost &~tery major Issue, while the Ivy 
League students leaned toward the other 
extreme of the national results: they felt the 
same on most issues as the nation's 
students in generaL but in significantly 
larger proportions. 
The following are some survey results on 
the moral and political attitudes of college 
students In general, and at Oklahoma 
Christian College and an Ivy League school: 
- 54 per cent of all college students 
favored the decriminalization of marijuana, 
while 68 per cent of the Ivy league 
regents and the TSP administrative board, 
and cannot hire an attorney without the 
approval of the regents and the university 
president. 
The decision followed a 1974 actiol"), In 
which the Board of Regents dropped 
mandatory funding for the Daily Texan, and 
the TSP tried to hire a lawyer to investigate 
whether the step constituted a trust· 
violation. 
Ill WE 
TEll 
If you want someone 
to help you stop smoking 
cigarettes, contact your 
American Cancer Society. 
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY 
.This fact taken from a research study is 
based on the smoker who at age 25 smokes about 
a pack and a half of cigarettes a <iay. 
This spoce contributed by the publisher as o public service. 
- Only 18 per cer~t of the nation's 
college students end 9 per cent of the Ivy 
league students felt that pre-marital sex 
was wrong, while 83 per cent of the CCC 
students were against pre-marital sex. 
- 66 per cent of all college students and 
83 per cent of the Ivy League students 
supported the right of abortion under all 
circumstances. Only 24 per cent of the OCC 
students took that stand. 
The survey Indicated that most college 
students held a "strong anti-business" 
attlrude. But, according to Gallup, this 
hostility is accompanied by a "shocking" 
ignorance of the free enterprise system. 
corporate taxes. 
"Why do students turn to the lllil 
asked Gallup in a summary of the IU""r' 
findings. He answered his own quaetlan~ 
citing events of the recent past IUQI, 
Vietnam, Watergate, and the ~, 
but emphasized the "great lnflutrlel" f 
professors with leftist views. 
Probing student religious ettitudte, 
survey showed that moet students 
the country believe In "God or a u 
spirit," and that 65 per cent of the 
believe in life after death - though 
statistics drew no distinction 
reincarnation and traditional salvatian. 
Problem with problems? 
Everyone can learn to be a better 
problem solver. With a little time and effOrt 
you may be able to reap tremendous 
benefits. Imagine having such confidence 
in your problem solving ability that you 
could go into a competency exam or start a 
project without feeling sick from anxiety. It 
cen be accomplished. 
You have great potential tQ creathtely 
solve problems, but unfortunately the 
environment in which you live has sealed it 
off from you. But as long as you're still 
breathing this potential can be tapped. 
One of the first steps to becoming a 
better problem solver is to think in a frame 
of mind that is highly conductive to 
generating ideas. Once this Is doqe 
person can triple his output of i~ 
not gimmick or miracle worker, but -
effective. There are techniques such 
thinking in the proper frame of mind 
can aid the average person in ~
better problem solver. 
If you feel that you're dissatlsfled 
your problem solving ability skill oi' 
afraid that the WPI projects will plow \'Ill 
under than you should check into a 
being offered B term. The name of 1ft 
course is 'Creative Problem Solving', lnd-
is Q&ing offered for 1-6 of a unit. If \'Ill 
would like to sign up for this COUI'II • 
would jUst like to find our more about it 
Jack Boyd in Higgins 115. 
Crowding at National Parks 
(CPS} - Just when more people are 
getting the urge to throw a few necessities 
into a backpack and flee the urban jungle, 
the National Perk Service is proposing a 
new system of regulating the number of 
people in the wild. 
By next SUITlmer, campers will have to 
make advance reservations at 20 of t~ 
country's most popular national parks if the 
Park Service plan is lmplemented. Some 
"first come • first serve" sites may be 
available, but campers would probably 
have to arrive before noon to find a 
vacancy. 
Park Service officials are "distressed" at 
the prospect of having to tie campers down 
to definite sites on definite days but the 
alternative, one said, "is to turn these 
areas into deserts." last year Americans 
made 107.7 million visits to the national 
parks, 13.9 per cent more than the previpus 
summer. _ 
The reservation proposal is not yet 
finalized but Park Service officials 
estimated that at many parks, at least two 
weeks advance notice would be necessary 
to reserve a campsite. And with the 
reservation notice, campers would also be 
required to send the camping fee for their 
full stay plus a reservation fee of about 
$1.50. 
The reason for requiring reservations Is 
that "so many of the popular parks are so 
heavily in demand, it was impossible to get 
a campsite unless you got there before 
noon," Carl Christensen, a Park Ranger 
with the Division of Visitor Services ex· 
plained. "For several years people have 
been asking for a reservation system. Now 
visitors can plan definitely where they will 
be staying that night." 
Although reservations have traditionally 
been required for cabins In the national 
parks, It wasn't until 1973 that the Park 
Service began to requi~ reservations for 
camp sites at six of Its most popular parks 
- Acadia, Everglades, Grand Can)OI\ 
Great Smokies, Yellowstone and Yosemila 
An attempt to expand the can'!Pill 
reservation sys1em wes made in 1974 bl 
was dropped because a new com 
system broke down under the st 
Meanwhile four parks instituted their 
reservation systems for last summer. 
Other restrictions on tha use of na 
parks are becoming more prevalent 1..-
summer the Park Service required l:llc*: 
packers to obtain free permits to "* 
remote areas of 34 of the best known IIIII 
most crowded natlonal"parks. At the n.-
popular parks, collection of firewood t. 
been banned and large groups of ca~ 
such as Boy Scout troops have 
discouraged. In some park areas, cars 
prohibited altogether. 
The Park Service has little choice il 
clamping down on park visitors. While 
benefit has been decreasing, the number 
yearly visitors has been soaring. Alth 
there are proposals in Congress to add 
least 50 more areas to the national pill 
system, the Ford administration has cast 1 
cold eye on all but two. 
The Park Servics administers 
preserves 31 million acres of American 1an11 
at an annual cost of about 344.3 millioa 
Although this seems like a lot of money fer 
land which requires minimal maintenallCl 
the Park Service only .employs one pei'IOII 
for every 44,000 visitors to the parks. 
Fees at some national parks may incr8111 
by next summer as well althouf! 
Christensen saad the Increases would "nol 
be substantial". Federal regulatiolll 
determine the varying camping fees whidl 
cannot exceed $4 a night. 
So next summer before you take yC'AI 
backpack down from the closet shelf, ~ 
sure the Park Service knows you're coming 
or you might have to stay In a motel ifl-
stead. 
The shrinking assembly line 
• (CPS) - These are tuugh times in the 
Motor City, with car production crashing 
for all four major manufacturers, according 
to information supplied by the Motor 
Vehicle Manufacturers Association. 
So far this year there have been more 
than a million fewer vehicles produced by 
American manufacturers. 
The biggest slowdown was registered bf 
General Motors, which assembled abold 
725,000 fewer cars this year than last~ 
Chrysler cut back produotlon by abo!M 
ona third in the same period, for the larglll 
percentage production slowdown. 
~mnesty extention for resisters ~ 
(CUP-CPS) - A bill extending amnesty 
to all draft resisters and deserters who 
opposed the Vietnam war has been ap-
proved by the House Civil Liberties 
committee. 
The proposed law would grant full 
amnesty tn all soldiers who went AWOL 
and draft resisters willing to sign a sworn 
statement saying that the reason for their 
actions was a moral opposi1ion to the 
Vietnam war. 
The bill, approved by the sub-comminee 
In a 4 to 1 vote, calls for US citizenship to 
be restored to anyone who declared that hi 
left the country or renounced hll :_. 
citizenship because of the war. It aiiO , U 
grants amnesty to any soldier who ~ 
"disobeyed a direct order which, if obeyed, I J 
could have led to the death of anot,_ Vi 
human being." 
The chairman of the House Chtil libertiel ~.~ 
committee, Robert Kastenmeier, said hi ~ 
believes there is a chance - although I 
slim one - that full Congress will approvt , :l 
the bill. l 
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LORING STUDIOS 
natural color and black & white 
wedding photography, candlds & formals, Pre-bridal & 
portraits, chUdren, adults, and family groups, executive •v .. -.r .. , __ 
One of Neu· EnglancJ:.., most modern studim 
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lnautute 
'PI Student Patent Handbook 
n, 
this was written 
Why should you, being • buay • you are, take time out from your schedule to read 
patents? 
Because: 
-Chances are you don't really underatend what patents ere, how much they cost to 
lt2000), or how long they take to get (about 3 years). 
-Cheneee are you don't know how to recognize a patentable Idee, or what to cto.lf you 
one. 
ChancM.,. you don't know tNt WPI hM a patent policy that could effect you, 
you ww dewlop en · Invention at 8Chool. · 
-ChancM.,. you don't re.llze the necallity for being "patent wile" when dOing 
at home, IChool or WOfit. • • 
Chenoie.,. you don't knoW theM thlnga, but you shOuld. 
There are four major aubjecta diacuiMd In thil eection. Arst, there is a short general 
llculaicln on Pttentl - 10 that you can become '-mil• with eome of the terms and idea. 
1Ktion leeds to a falr1y complete diacullion of legally ecceptable Invention recordi. 
WPI ~t policy Is then expteined - wfth a chC:uaion of eome of the pitfat• to avoid. 
Mf finally 8 eection on using patent informaUon 88 a IOUI'Ce of information when doing 
~· . 
This section Is meant to be reed coynpfetely once, then kept • a reference handbook. 
fttthfl reaeon, when procedures, tfpt, or guldelineltere gtven, they are separated from the 
and bracketed. In this way, you lhould be able to find sections quickly. 
hat is a patent? 
A petent le • C01ttnH:t ,.,_.., 1M ,.,_.,Mid ._ ~.....,_ ,._,.,_, ftw . 
~ of hllllnvMtlon, 1M fGW'fllff,., ,.,_ die lmiento, the n,ttt to 
Ml o~ from u.ln1 ~ lnt~•tlon fw ...,,_, £11! .,_,.. Aftw tiW tim•, 
•• ,_ ... ..,,.Md ~-b}eot~,.,b~pub/lt:~. 
In a very reel sense, tne patent aystem Instead of> going forWard with them, ' and 
..,..~ ..... - innovation. The Patent Office many others would keep their ideal secr8t 
stu1nm~triz1• the benefits of the patent as ~ aa t~ could, ii)Stiad of pubfiahiog 
• fOllows: them in pe~ Which stim"Uit'tfi others to 4 
by offirlng patent protection, it make still further inventions. 
the inventor to make the invention. Also, the patent aflows the three main 
Second, if the inventor succeeda with aspect of a new business to come together; 
help of the patent In developing and the inv.ntor, ;;the manufacturer, and the 
lrUunQ the Invention, the pUblic Is given source of c.pital. A patent allclwl en ln-
NV.nftuniltv to UM it. ventor to treaty Ullk to I'IMinufactwers 
the inventor must deK:ribe witftout woi'!Ying abOut therri steeling his 
in the patent, and ~ of ldeli. A patertt ellows the man~urer to 
llilllllhw\t may be purchaed (for a nominltl talce the time and expense to prepare a new 
the knowledge is made available to product withoUt worrying about being 
....,,.__ copied and undertold. Final!¥. freedom 
were not for the patent law many from immediate copying of products makes 
:111111ntn, ... would be unable to develop their new businesses more attractive to venture 
lnYtntions and would abandon their ideas capitslistl who finance the new businesses. 
Procedure fQr getting a patent 
r------, 
Decide 
a problem 
needs 
solving 
~ ~:op ~ Get a pettnt 
attorney Invention 
~ 
Have a 
SHrch 
dOne 
(aeepageA~) Application 
.JJ. The Application contains: 1. Speciflcetion 
A description of the invention and of the 
thinner and procea of making and using it, 
concluding with the clllims. Claims: Brief 
dlecriptions of the subject matter of the 
ilwentlon, eliminating unnecessary details 
lnd reciting all eaentlal features necessary 
tQ distinguish the Invention from what It 
old. The claims are the opetatlve part of the 
Pltent. Novelty and patentability are 
judged by the claims. 
C' File appll~tlon 
2. Oath 
3. Filing Fee (minor, compared to the 
llwvera fees). 
Role of the examiner 
Each patent application il assigned to an 
"Examiner", who has specialized 
knowtedge in the subject matter. The 
eumlner will make a ... rch of the prior art 
to determine whether the claims define 
IIOVthlng that Ia patentable. After the 
•rch, the examiner prepares an action 
lllplalnlng why any or all of the claims may 
not be allowed. The application may be 
11iected for many reasons of form, content, 
lnd procedure. After a re;ection, the in-
ventor has 3 months to me a reply con· 
!lining amendment.a and arguments to 
overcome the rejection. In many cases 
there are additional rejections, which are 
followed by additional amendments until 
1he claims are allowed or a final rejection Is 
aNen. It can be much more complicated 
than this, but this Ia the basic Idea. 
.y, 
-· Application 
given to 
examiner 
,~ 
Relectlon II 
... 
Amendments] 
.IJ. [ Decision I 
(/ ~ [ A~dOn I [ Patent 1 
WHY CLAIM8 Alii "IJICTIO 
1. P'roeldure m•ulle Lo. you -.oiled 
your Mmo wrona. 
2. "'utly met by JonM". A HWnt of 
Jo- •II-• ol the -ndel olemonta 
oont.lnH In your 'C•Imo. 
s. " Not pownteltle ovor the Hdlnt of 
Jo-." Alttlouah y-r olotmo ,,. 
alfahdy dtfforenoo then ttl- In Jon.• 
pean1. the dltforenoe a. not potontellle. 
4. "8ull!euntlolt'l' met by Jonn". No 
Invention would bo Involved In 
mCHitfylne Jonoo' INtent to be ldontloel 
to youl'l: aomooM "ekllled In tho on" 
oould lla •••oo~ to dolt. 
Tllooa ,,. onty • •-· 
(Written by Don Gettner) 
What is patentable? 
There are ftve main dauel of inventions: 
1. A Method or Procea - A methOd Of procedure for carrying out a physical or 
chemical operation re~Utting in a change In character or condition of an object or of a 
material operated on by the physical or chemical agents. Examplee: a method of crimping 
rayon rriechtnlcally, a proceaa of producing vilcoM In a continuous~. a chemical 
procedure for the purification of wate liquidl. 
2. An Appaqtus - A device, machine or mecheniail arrangement of pana that 
cooperate. Eumpw. a vern guide, • cu.._ for rayon staple,_. viacole mixer, • cellophane 
drier. 
3. An Article - A ..ni-finllhed or finilhed article Which hal been artificially produced 
and- which hM definite phylicel form. Edmplee: a filament. a fabric, a cone of yam, a 
·. atn~ng ceie, but not any Mturtl obfect or product such • a crystal or en orange. 
4. A Compoeition - A compoeh:ion In patent law Is considered to Include any chemical 
compound and any mixture of sut.tancee. Examplee: a soap, an alloy, a spinning bath. 
5. A Oeilign - The design must be new, ornamental and original. A new fabric: pattern, 
• watch CMe, en automobile body, a lhoe or other ertk:le having a deflrite lhepe whlch il 
ornamental II proper subject for a design patent. New shapes for tools, thfeed guidee, botts, 
etc. are not proper aubject for deeign patentl una- the shape is omemented in character. 
If new In ~re and function auch objects may allo be protected by mechanal patentl. 
To be patentable, an Invention must relate to one of the above ct..... and meet Ml of 
the following conditions. 
1. It must be new, that il, not known before. 
2. It must be ueeful It must W<n and fulftll a useful purpoee. 
3. It must not have been abandoned by the inventor. You can't get a patent on 
something you did yen ego, end later save up on. 
. •~ It :eennot have been delcribed in any printed publication in this or any foreign 
country more ttaan one year prior to the filing date. The purpoee of patents is to promote 
wideepread knowledge of inventions. A patent would serve no purpoae for an invention 
already delcrit:ied to the pubQc. 
5. It muet not have been in public UM or sale for more than one year prior to the filing 
date. The r8ason for this il the same as in number 4 . 
Determining the preeence of a patentable Invention can be very difficult, since there Is 
no Sir)Qhr posltiv8 definition. However, a set of negative rulee hal been developed to 
detdne when an invention il not present There are certain exceptions to theee rulee that 
might indicate that a patentable invention Is preeent. These rulee and their exceptions are 
given below. These are general guides only, to help you get a feel for patentability. The final 
determination should be left to the experts; patent attorneys and employees of the Patent 
Office. 
It is not •n invention to rmJkll: 
1. a subltltution of materials, such • 
plastic for metal. 
2. a substitution of an equivalent, such as 
a lever for a wheel. 
3. a change of size or degree, such as the 
diameter of a filament. 
•· a change of form or lhape, auch as the 
crost·section of e filament. 
6. a reversal of parte as by positioning 1 
cutter before a cruther lnsteed of 
behind lt. 
6. an omiaion or addition of parts, auch • 
adding or etimlnatlng a wheel on an 
auto. 
7. a change of conditions In a procees, 
such • using higher temperature or· 
pressure. 
8. · a change of proportions In a com· 
poait:lon, as a change in a spinning 
beth. 
9. a device automatic, • by use of an 
electric motor. 
10. a device portable, • by mounting a 
machine on caatora, or by making a 
television set small enough to carTY. 
11. a similar use of a material, part. device, 
or comP<*tion. 
However, inv.ntion mey be pnltltlnt: 
1. if 10rn1 new unusual and dispropor-
tionate reeult Is obtained or where a 
new property of the subetltuted 
material Is utilized for the first time. 
2. If a new and unobvious reeult Ia ob-
talnec:l. 
'3. If the change makes the difference 
between failure and auceees. 
4. if the change makes the difference 
between failure and succea, or ra.ults 
In new and unobvioua propertlea. 
6. if new unusual or disproportionate 
reeults are obtained. 
6. If a new end unObvious advantage 
arilel. 
7. If some new unusual or dilprOpor-
~ tlonate resutt. are obtained. 
8. If some new unusual or dilpropor· 
tlonate results are obtained. 
9. In the rntMn• for making the device 
automatic. 
10. In the ,..,. for making the device 
portable. 
11. If some new unusual or dispropor-
tionate results are obtained. 
Other general rules which Indicate pt~tflnttlb/lity are: 
1. The condition or state of the wt or craft It the time of making the invention. When 
Industry Is uting tlm4H:onaumlng and expensiYe procedures, an Invention which reduces 
the time, oolt, and t.bor may be patentable. 
2. Where there exists a tong-ten need In the Industry, the new step may be a patentabte 
Invention If It It quickly accepted • supplying such a need. 
3. Proof ot prior unsucceuful efforts to tolve the problema by others Ia indicative of 
Invention If the prnent development aucceeds. 
4. The magnitude of the result and not the magnitude of the change is the ....,tiel 
factor In determining invention. If the invention tums failure into auccea that feet lndicatM 
patantebility. 
6. If, by proceeding In • manner directly oppoeite to the prior practice a succeuful 
result Ia obtained, a patentable invention Is indicated. 
!. UnobVIous and untoreeeen advant-oea over other prior procedures and dtrvicea 
indicates a patentable Invention. 
7. Prompt and widespread acceptance, I.e., commerclal.uccea Indicates a patentable 
Invention. 
B. A new combination of old elements which produce a new and unobvioua result may 
be patentable, and It is Immaterial that each of the elemenu was known or used or that leu 
than the whole combination was known or uMd prior to the Invention. 
Page A·2 NEWSPEAK 
Interference 
It will often happen that rwo or more mventors will claim to have made the same in · 
ventton. If this is discovered by the patent office while both applications are pending, or 
while one is pending and the ')ther has recently been Issued a patent, an INTERFERENCE 
may be declared. The object of an interference is to determine which applicant will get the 
patent. This Is decided by determining who was the first inventor. lnventorship is deter· 
mined mainly by examining the inventor's written records. 
There are tWo dates that an inventor's written records should clearly show. These two 
dates correspond to the two things necessary for the completion of an invention: 
1. THE c.;()NCI:I"TION: Th• mMtel act U..t elM'- with ~ttlng "'- ltJ. thllt 
con.rltutN the invt~ntlon. The lnvMtor I• the penon who flnt conceltled the In· 
vent/on and vl•wllzed an 0/»Mtlwl embodiment of lt. 
2. THE REDUCTION TO PRACTICE: Tlte phyM»/IICf which~ to reduce the 
conct~ptlon to ,.ctJce and pi'Ovld«< an embodiment of the Invention. Th'- ,. the 
upflllmtmtlttg, model building, or ...,.,. .,.,.. Two tn.tlnct. though not aJtw. 
native met:Mnlanu ~for ,.,.ny ~m.IWdflfitlon to /NiH:flt;e: 
1. The IIC1Uttl reduction, which ,..,.,. to the action requltwl to prove the 
~of the c:onc.ptlon, 1.•. gett1n111t to worlc. 
2. The COIU'tnlct/W I'Nw:tlon, ach,..,ed, /eglllly, by the actwl fllln11 of the tMtent 
appnc.tlon. 
Anothw concept thet Mlould be Introduced,.,.'-d/llgM". 
The l'rltent Offlt»/00~ with t.vor on tltoH whO fly to Nfl~~t» their l,.,.,tlol,. to 
,.ctcoe uqlllt:lcly u poalble. It conMiela the economic Mtwtlon of t/Ninventw, 
and the aiMMable tlnN he he• to worlc on the lm••tlon. H tiN lnventw wodt• 
ret~ularly, co,..,_,t with It'- time and trtOitrf, then be • co,.,.,._ .,_,t. 
In an interlwence conta.t, who is the first inventor? (Careful, this gets kind of messy.) 
The first person to conceive and to reduce to practice is the prior inventor. But, t he 
second to reduce to practice, if first to conceive, may be the prior inventor it there is an 
edequ.te histocy of diligence. The essence of this concept is that the first peraon to arrive at 
a conception of an invention (including the conception of an operative .,.-nbodiment of it) is 
entitled to be declared the first inventor unleu the public has been unrMIOnably deprived of 
the Invention by the inventor's '-<:k of diligence In reducing the invention to practice. 
lAck of diligence in reducing an Invention to practice is fatal to the tim per10n who 
conc:.ived the invention if the second ptnon to conceive reduces the invention to practice 
. first 1""'-an acceptable excuse for the lack of diligence ca1 be provict.d). 
An inventor who c:oncen.- first •nd reduces to practice first is entitled to priority as the 
first inventor awn if he 18cked diligence In reducing the invention to practice. Also, the 
inventor who conceives first and reduces to practice first does not lole his priority by filing 
the patent epplicadon /at, provided he did not 8UPPf888, conceel, or abandon the invention. 
The above .-nphleizes certain key pointe: 
1) The conception of en inYentlon Is an important and IOI'netimel controlling feature. 
2) A conception must then be completectby reducing it to practice. 
3. lAck of diligence in reducing an lnv.rtion to practice is not looktkf upon with favor 
since it deprive~ the public of the disclosure at the earliest possible date. lack of diligence 
can tum the cledlion on priority against one who wa. first to conceive. • 
The first 2 ,600,000 patents were accompanied by 84,000 interfwences, or 3.4 per cent. 
Some fields, such as chemical inventions and electronic inventions, have higher per-
centages. 
Witnesses 
Testimony by an inventor, which includes his written records, Is of little use in priority 
contests unless corroboration exists. It is imponant to note in this connection that lack of 
conoboration Is a more frequent cause of loss of rights than inadequacy of the content of 
the records. 
What are the characteristics of satisfactory witnesses? A satisfactory witness is one 
who is "disinterested" peraonally in whether the patent iS$Ues and, additionally, is "com-
petent" on the subject matter involved. If a witness stands to benefit directly from the 
issuance of a patent, his value as a witness is minimal. Therefore, it follows that joint or co-
inventors are of no use as witnesses, and family members, by the same token, are to be 
avoided. (A fellow employee who is not a co-Inventor is considered to be "disinterested" 
and, hence, can be a satisfactory witness.) 
For obvious reasons, the value of a witness is also directly related to his degree of 
comprehension of the subject matter being witnessed. A witness who fully appreciates the 
significance of witnessed material is considered "competent" and can believably recall and 
interpret the material some time after the actual witnessing, and, conttquently, can provide 
credible testimony. Incidentally, it Is extremely naive to attempt to setlsfy the contradictory 
goals of disclosure for corroborative purposes while, at the same time, attempting to 
preeerve aecre~ey by ctooo.il~g a witness who does not understand the subject matter and, 
hence, cannot divulge the invention. Such a witn .. is valueless In proViding credible 
testimony. 
FACULTY AS WITNESSES 
Projec::ta often are Initiated by faculty members who euentially become ..uor mem-
befl of the design ta.n. Such advl8ora would not make good witneeaes since it Is quite 
poaaible that subetantial aid may be given In the development of the Invention. In this case 
someone elM should ec:t as a witn .... Other faculty members or students, who are In· 
terested in the work (but not actually Involved) would make fine witneues. 
Meeting regulerty with such a per.an would be valuable Iince: 
1. Explaining the work recently done to someone not 8110ciated with the project forcee 
you to be more precise end e)Cplicit. This often uncovers bugs in your undenltandlng of the 
material. 
2. The witnees will probebly force you to think about the project In different ways than 
you're UMd to - either through qu•lona or commen1S about the work you' ve done. 
3. Your notebook can be witneaed and c:t.ted. 
If the project advisor does not actlvefy partlcipete in the development of the invention, 
but acu as overseer, or devil's advocate, or casual obeetver (there ere many types of ed-
vieors) then he will make an excellent witness. Ask him to In* on the maintaining of good 
records. It's poeeible he can help you In the early st8ges of writing the notebook; he may 
have aome experience in thi1. Weekly meetings will ,.,_, con• of reviewing the notebook, 
edding details • neceaarv. and then having the notebook signed and dated. 
If you are developing an Invention ouUide of schoOl, the procedure Itt the aame. Start 
keeping 1 notebook as soon • you decide the idee you have is worth developing. Keep 
regular recorda. If you work only on weekends, fine, keep weekly entries, but be ·regvlar. 
You must show cftligence in reducing to practice. 
Find a competent witnes~. Don't neglect faculty members. Many will be happy to aet 
up regular meeting~ to .-k about your work. Another student who is keeping a legal 
notebook of hi• own is al8o a good choice. He will know how to witness properly and he 
won't be wasting hit time becauee he will be getting his notebook signed by you I 
WITNESSING THE REDUCTION TO PRACTICE 
Wltnnsing In the above manner Will prove one thing: that the written reco}d of the 
development of the invention was in existence at the time of the signing, and herein lies 1 
major problem. Recall that there are two Important requirements for invention: conception 
of the inVM"'tion end reduction to practice. Written records can esteblish the conception of 
the Invention, which Is a mental act (Iince the written description must necesurily have 
been after the mental act), but they cannot Atisfactority prove the existence of the 
reduction to practice - a ph'(lical act. The witness c.n only uy that he aaw the written 
record, not that the 'Nark was actually done. Since reduction to practice is a phytlcal act, 
the~ must be able to say that he witneaed the physical embodiment of the invention. 
This often can be difficult. 
Legally acceptable invention reconls 
The previous discussion of Interference shows how 1mponant the maintenanot 01 
adequate records can be. Some people think that legal records are part of the requir&fllln1a 
for a patent. This is not true. It is possible to develop an invention and apply for a patlt\1 
without writing down one word, except of course the patent application itself. legal reco.da 
are tmportant only in the event of an interference. However, since you can't tell in advlftCI 
when an Interference will result, it is good policy to assume tho worst and keep UOOd 
records from the stan. 
What are legally acceptable records? To answer this it is necesaary to try to underltlnd 
the logic of the legal reasoning used. lmagtne that you ere asked to examine the recorda of 
two people who claim to have made the same Invention. Remember that the patent OOIIID 
the 'J)erson who can prove that he was the fim to conceive the invention and reduce iliD 
practice diligently. Whet would you look for7 
- You would want complete records of all experimental observations so tnat the delll 
of conception could be determined. 
- YOAJ would be more inclined to belie\le the records If they were kept in a ~ 
notebook with numbered pages and dated entries. A looseleef notebook would be au..,. 
becauee pages could have been Inserted or deleted (you can't assume the people * 
completely honest). 
- You would tend to trust the records if th!Jy were wttneseed frequently by 10"*"1 
competent to understand the material, yet who had no active interest in the deY8Iopment 11 
the patent. This witness could be questioned to confirm the dates and contents. R~ 
without witnesses, or with witnesses not competent in the subject matter wookl be......_ 
since, in the first case, entire peges could have been rewritten, and in the second addltla.-
could have been made in the next text without the wim- reelizlng it. 
- Blank a,... (around drawings, etc .. ) lined out. would imply that additions could'* 
haVe been made. 
- Errors correct8d by lightly lining out the Incorrect entries (so that the lined • 
portions were still readable) would give a clearer picture of the development of the irwentlll 
than would .,..._. or btocked out portions that hide what was written. (WMt was It .. 
didn't want you to see?) 
TheN COI'lliderations are the ume the Patent OffiCe uMS to decide an Int.,._• 
They leed to a Mt of rulee for keeping records that at.o are legally acceptable recorda. n. 
rules ere shown on this pege. 
There would not be any problem In detenning lnventOf'lhip If ~ kept 111111 
recorda, but they don't. Here we eome typicel exc~: 
- ''It W8l just.aomething I bult for my own uee (at home in a prolect) I didn't tiM 
about patenting It or keeping records tJI later. 
-"It's not a very complicated idee, I kept moat of the dewlopment in my heed. By tM 
time I got around to wHtlng it down, It wea too late." 
- "I felt foolish Biking people to wit.- my recordS." 
Theee are the lementatione given by people after they lost an lnterfelence hearing tt 
~• who may have come up with the Idea last, but who kept the good records. 
The liluon: H you are wortdna lefthef et Hh001 0.. hCHM) on aotMthlnt .._ 
,...ua .... keeping notae t•.a. drewlntla. lefa ot pert~~. achemdca), u.... ...,,..., 
patent applcdon wtllrwult and keep the not. In a .... ly aooept8ble form. 
THE 'fEN COMMANDMENTS fOR LEGALLY ACCEPTABLE 
RECORDS 
I. Thou shalt use ink In e bound, numbered notebook. 
II. Thou shalt show in thy notebook what was Intended. 
when the work was done. and what the results were. 
Ill. Thou shalt be ao specific aa to allow complete 
duplication of your reaulta (by someone competent in the 
field). 
IV. Thou shalt not let your notebook be suapect of being 
modified. . ..__ 
V. Thou shall not erase or block out any entries. (Unwanted 
material is crossed out. but not so as to destroy legibility.) 
VI. Thou shalt not leave blank spaces In thy notebook. (If 
unavoidable. draw a line through the unused apace and 
enter date beside lt.) • 
VII. Thou shalt not usa coined terms. trade names. ab-
breviations. or codea without Identification. 
. VIII. Thou shalt have a competent witness regularly sign 
and date each page. · 
IX. Thou shalt Include photog,.pha or drawtnga by per-
. manenttY affixing them. noting the lnaertlon. dating and 
signing the notebook. 
X. Thou shalt always aaauma that an Interference will 
r"ult. 
These a,. not really commandment&. Juet guidelines. Yet 
breaking them may prove to be a lot lesa fun and a lot more 
co•tl than breakln ona of the orl lnal ten. 
For example, in a c:her'nal development It is ..-.tial thet the witness be able to testify 
that the epecific reagentS were, In fact, U8ed. It may not be good enough to MV that the 
Iebei on the bottle c:orreeponded with the inventor' I statement, Iince, any label can be put 
on .,Y contlit • . 
Practicaly ..,.aking INMt can be done to minimize the grief in proving reduction to 
prK1k:e7 BMic:aly, the point is to ,...tze that complete corrobortrtion of fNfiiY move made In 
a leb or worklhop • not nec:esury. But when the development of the invention reechee the 
point where reduction to practice probably has oc:c:urred. the Inventor lhould provide the 
opportunity for the witneu to ... the physical embodiment. It may be adviseble for the 
witnela to independently c:.rry out the reduction to practice, going through tNery eeeertrill 
step pereonelly. This Is eepecialty true of chemical petenta. Ideally the witness ahould make 
an independent record of t-. carrying out the reduction with the appropriate date and 
signature. 
In the case of mechanical Inventions, it It sufflclent for the wttn.s to carefully examine 
the apparatus to make sure it conforms exactly to the written specifications and performl 
the function for which it wea deeigned. 
RULES FOR BEING 
A GOOD WITNESS 
1. Know what you•,. dofngand why I.e. be patent wlMI 
z; Be eure you're com~t In the aubject area. 
3. Aak queetlone. H you don't undentand an entry now, you won't undlntand It 
lit an Interference heertng. 
4. lnai8t the recorda be M11efac:tory to you In form and com.nt before alilnlnt 
" Reed and Undentood" 
I. Do whatever Ia neceeeery to help prow reduction to p,.ctlce. 
I. Keep the Inventor .ware of your adctr.a ao that he cen find you If he n..-
you. Infringement aufta often happen Y.re lifter a pet.nt leg,.~. 
T 
• l 
c 
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WPI patent policy 
WPI has not been a prolific source of inventions in the past. However, a patent policy is 
in effect to cover the cases that do arise. This policy sets up guidelines used to determine 
1M ownership of inventions made by faculty, 4taff. and students. In essence. the policy says 
that inventiOf!S made bv faculty as part of their research are owned by the school. since the 
college IS paymg the faculty (partly, at least) to do the research. and the facilities the faculty 
Ule are owned by the school. Inventions made by students, however, are owned by the 
11udenu, since the students are paying for the use of the facilities. 
The policy towards atudents is very liberal. It is the intention of WPI to grant complete 
iwentlon rights to the student inventors unless those students are working on sponsorod 
projects. and-or being paid for tt.ir work, which makes them similar to faculty DEL PAR. 
The policy towar<ts students is very liberal. It is the intention of WPI to grant complete 
irwentlon rights to the student inventors unless those students are working on sponsored 
projects, fin which case the students are covered under the sponsoring agency's patent 
policy), and·or being paid for their work (wl:lich makes_ them similar to faculty). This liberal 
lttitude is falrty uncommon among engineering schools. Many schools claim ownership of 
• Inventions made by students who make uee of school facilities in the development of 
their inventions. These facilities lnctude such things as machine shops, computers, and 
flculty assistance. In effect, unlela a student makes an invention on his own time, off 
c:ampus, with no help at all from eny school empk)yee, he risks having the school claim 
ownership. The school typically wilt share future royalities with the inventor, after any costs 
il deWioping the invention (petaltS) ere recov.ec:t. This is fine, except that the inventor no 
longer h• control of the management of his invention, which sometimes isn't so fine. 
This is not the case at WPI. It is believed thM payment of tuition allows students the 
Ul8 of school facilities. Any invw.tions re.ultlng from use of school facilities is secondary to 
lteir main purpote of aiding In the educational development of the student. In effect the 
IChool recognizee that two students can make equal use,.of schOol facilities - with one 
11\ldent making a patentable invention and attempting to develop it, and tne other not. 
Qeiming ownenhip of the patentible invention in this ceee would essentially be rewarding 
1he second student for being unproductive. Thia ia completety oppoeite to what the school 
lnlends-which is more to reward the creative, productive behavior, if possible. For this 
~.students are encouraged to make use of the ac:hool's facilities to develop Inventions 
without the fear that the lchool will clelm ownerthip. • 
The portions of the policy that apply to ltudents are reprinted below. COMPLETE 
COPIES OF THE ''WPI PATENT POLICY" MAY BE OBTAtNED IN. THE OFFICE OF THE 
DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH, DEAN ClARKE, BOYNTON 2XX 
Studtlnu 
The pl!yment of tuition should allow a student use of college facilities. Inventions 
...ulting from student efforts Involving use of ~lege facilities should rightfully belong to 
the students. Ne\lenhefela, students are aometlmes in a position almllar to that of faculty or 
ltaff I• peld r....,ch 811iatants, for example} and should derive benefits no greater than 
cllriYed by faculty end staff In these instances. Futhermore, students in priveleged poSitions 
!e.g., in lnternlhlp cent•• in Industry or elsewhere) must abide by the contractual 
lfTangement, or understanding, developed by the college and the host organization. The 
nest organization may make proprietary information available without which an invention 
could not be made. 
With the above considerations clearly in mind, WPI sets forth the following Policy: 
D. Inventions made by students not in the role of paid research or teaching aaalstanta, 
or technicians, nor studying at an internship center or host organization, nor working on a 
program having an outside sponsor. 
The invention is owned by the inventor. 
E. Inventions made by faculty, staff, or students while working on a sponsored research 
of educational program, including off-campus PLAN projects. 
The invention is usually owned by the grantor unless ownership il waived by the 
grantor. If Grantor gives rights to the a>llege, the college will share royalties or license fees 
on a 60-60 basis with the inventor(&) after costs or in accordance with any Institutional 
agreement with a patent management organization. The college may choose to assign some 
portion of ita share to support unsponsored research. 
PROCEDURES 
INVENTIONS 
A. lnitilll RsviBw 
The faculty or staff member or student who believes that he has a patentable idea 
lhould 10 inform his immediate supervisor or advisor, the Department Head and the 
_ Dlfector of Research. Together, the inventor, supervisor, Department Head, Chairman of 
the Projects Board, and DirectOf of Research will determine what rights the college may 
heve. Legal advice may ~ sought. Even with a · liberal policy which may often assign 
ownership to the Inventor, it 18 highly desirable to follow the procedure of this paragraph In 
order to avoid eny pouible misunderstandings. 
If thie Invention was mede during work on e spoMOr8d prOQrW!!. the college-sponsor 
egreement will determine ownerehlp end the cou,.. of action. 
B. Ad Hoc PettHlt •nd Copyright CommittH 
Generally, most invention end J*ent matters will be adminiRered routiwly by the 
Office of the Director of R .... ch. HoweYer, an ad hoc committee of knowledgeab6e 
faculty, administrators, Md students can be called to meet on apeciallaues Of queltions 
end-or to receive and diac:u• p8riod4c reports. The ad hoc committee may alto be calted 
upon to reaolve dl8putea. 
C. Petent M•~t Firms 
The cost and effort of e.tablilhing patents, developing products and procesaea, 
eateblilhlng licensing agreementa, handling of infringement proc8edw,g., etc. II aubltantial 
end often beyond the capabilities and reeourcee of emalt colleges end large uniYeraitlea. 
Hence, WPI has patent m.nagement ~with the (non·profltl Reaeerch Cor-
POfstion of New York and with the (non-profit) Battelle Development Corporlltlon of Ohio. 
The agreements do not make it mandatory that WPI and the Inventor uM the MrYicea of the 
petent management flt'ms, but it II highly deelrable to do eo for the reaons stated. If the 
inventor ia designated the owner of the invention, he may, if he wishee, otitlze the MrVicea 
of the patent management firm by aalgning ownereehip to the college end becoming party 
to the standard college-management firm agreement. 
There are a few potential problem ., ... which may arise that deaenle some attention 
here. 
Internship Centers •nd Sponsor«/ Proj«ts 
Industrial companies often sponeor projects et WPI. Students will work at the company 
or 11t WPI with the company supplying materialS and equipment. Students working on these 
pro]ecta lhould contkler tt.'naelvea employees of the sponsor, and act accordingly. In 
industry it is common practice for the company to claim ownerahip of all inventions made by 
emplol"ll in the courM of thefr employment. Written, legal agreements are signed by all 
new employees-these agreements eet the company policy toward inventions, define wM! 
incentillea are offered for J*entable work (usually a fixed sum cash stipend), and ~nes 
waaa of propriety' (subject ., ... the employee is expected to keep confidential both • an 
emplo,_ and after). 
It might happen that you will be &eked to sign such en agreement when starting auch a 
project with a company. You lhould carefuMy read the agreement until you understand wM! 
it sav- and doesn't say. Then you can sign it. It .no happens that a company doesn't have a 
written agreement with WPI. but does have an understanding with the lcllool regarding the 
Work done by ltudenta. You should atk about eny such agreements before getting Involved 
in a project. 
STUDENTS DOING PROJECTS WITH SPONSORING COMPANIES SHOULD HAVE IN 
WAITING 
THE POLICIES TOWARDS PATENTS AND THE AREAS OF PROPRIETY. 
Consider the following example. I did a project with a local company helping to develop 
a new product. An idea for a new device was conce1ved near the end of the project. The 
project ended but I kept on working developing the idea into a patentable invention. When 
he went to the company to try to sell the rights, 1nstead of ma~ing a sale he found the 
company claiming ownership. They said that he had used propl'ietery information in the 
development of the invention, which according to the written agreement J had signed (but 
barely rernembefed), gave full rights to the company. If J had been more patent w1se, he 
would have saved himself a lot of headaches. He might have made an agreement with the 
company to be paid for the continued development of the idea, or he might have negotiated 
for the rights to the proprietary information he used when his invention was still in the idea 
stage. At any rate, he would have been more prepa/ed to talk to the company in an in· 
telligent manner. 
Co·lnvMtorship SstwHn F•culty •nd Student. 
It is possible for more-then one perton to legally be co·inventors of the sarne invantion. 
This happens if the development of the ....,tiel pan.a of the invention, which are specified 
In the ctaima section of the patent applicatiOn, waa lh~ed b¥: ~Mnr~ Ofl8 person. In 
practice, this could mean that two people kept one set of recorde and ~ed on the in· 
vention together. tt could 8180 mew. that one~ contributed an esaentlal idea, even if 
thllt per.an were not formelly asaoCieted with the project. Normally, co-lnventorttiip is not a 
great problem. It just meena adding ~ extra name to the application. It can become a 
problem, though if one of the inventor. r. a faculty members .t WPI and the other il a 
student. 
The policy towerdl students is that the inwntor QM8 the rights, while the policy 
towards fecutty is that the -=hool gets the rights. a..ty. ~.... 
The fim step in r-*"ing • lituation like this is to dewmine pr~ who is-ere the 
legll inventor(s) by car~ .....,_18 the wriUWt ...cords. It Is quite poaaible that a student 
miY go thr8ugh an entire project with the -...1 me.til~ge wllh the 8dvisor and ltilllegally be 
the 80ie inventor. It's ..., pa taoe that the 8dviaor ectully contributed all the ~
idMa, .. ich makes him the inventor. In tt.. C*M, tt.e is no ptoblem. The pqlicy covers 
these caMI very well. " " 
BUT, IF THERE IS CQ..INVENTORSHIP BETWEEN A STUDENT AND AN EM-
PLOYEE OF THE COLLEGE: .A MEETING SHOULD BE ARRANGED WITH THE 
"COMMITIEE ON POLACY AND •PROCEDURES ON PATENTS AND 
COPYRIGHTS" TO OETI:RMINE AN EQUITABLE SETTLEMENT. 
The outcome of auch a meMing ~ ... on the circum8tanc:es-auch things • 
the potential worth of the Invention, the ~}ntarf!IIS of the ltJree factions involved, 
etc. • 
Some ptaliminary thiAtdng on your part In the beginning of the project lor even before. 
when choosing a project and pr~ advieor) could seve tome trouble later· on. Try to define 
the interaction you Want between voU and ~r adVi8or. Do you want him to act as a 
contributor of origiMI idees? ~. this Is v.y hard to do early in a project when even 
the goats of the projects are fuzzy, but the &mil Chance that it might IIMt a major heedache 
later on probably makes it worth thinki~ aboUt e8rty In the project. 
Contributions of Techniclll Help: By~. F.culty, or Technicillns 
It may seem that you should not allow anyone (especially employee's of the school) to 
give you help in the development of your inventions, otherwile you ·might inadvertantly 
pick-up a ~inventor. This is not realty true, as long as you know what you're doing. 
The key to getting help is to ask tpeclfic que.tiOns, and to dOcument the questions and 
answers In your notebook. In reduc:it)g en invention to practice you are allowed to utilize the 
services Of skilled technicians or expee:ta in dtffM"80t fields. Theta people are endowed with 
amazing powers by the Patent Office. You can aasume they are completely familiar with the 
state of the art, even the state of the a11 in other countries. If the help they give you can be 
considered knowledge that~ fii'Tliliar with the art might be expected to know. then 
that information can be used in yottr patent. What y()u heve to do, therefore, is go to ad-
vieofs, or technicians, or machlniats, with a specific que.tion .:.ttie answer of which will aid 
in the development of your Invention, but wotl't repreeent an eaential idea for the invention 
to work. For example, if you need an electronic circuit for your lnvention1 you should ask a 
technician for a circuit that accepts a certain Input aignel, acta on It in a certain way, and 
produces the output signet you want. Write It In your notebook in just the form, explaining 
the need for the circuit, the Input lignal vott.t.we, tt. output 8ignal you want, and the 
~ ~ 
· · . (con 't to page A -41 
Starting a legal· notebook 
The nat cifficult pert of teaapog a e.g.~ notebook !fK moet people is in starting. The 
following guide should pnwe helpful. but first eome belie eot llideretiona' Will be discu.ect. 
You must keep in mind the twofold purpoee of records: 
1. To recon.t the ewlution of e project eo ttwt the det* of the project .,. reedity 
aveilllbte fof ,...,..tee when needed. 
2. To keep a log showing the ddl which the mafor dewlopmema In the pro;ect OC· 
curred. This log should be kept In a menner 1hM prcMdee maximum aseuranc:e that the 
recotda .,. 1IUe recorda .,. of modlflanion. . 
The first purpoee is fairty straight fOfMid - keep records of tMIJYthlng done. The 
MCOnd purpoee requiree IICM'ne care but the "10 Commandments'' make thi8 feirty 
ltreightforwerd. 
T1te followlntl•fllt!M _. ,.....,...,.,. ...,.,.. .. ook. 
1. Sfal't t1te ,.,.,_, .. ..,., fit ,.. .. .,.,_,..., .,.,. •••flwr u ponale -PIW,.,......, ,_ ,.,., ........ Me OOIIIP .... OMOJWI...,. leW. 171111 Will 
..,.bi#M the IMfe ofCIOftaP,._ • _, • po11at 
2. Write In..,.,, .... -..., ........ ,..,. OOIIId d ..... yow,..,., 
.,.. ,. IJtlltaboolr - ..... .., .,., .,.,.. • llllfboo.t. u.. ...,., OfHtCietl 
..,,.,_. Mil ltH:/vde ,.,., # ...... 111111 ,.,.,_ 
.1 Stetf fMIIOfMoot 1/ty .,... .... fiM ,. ...... fill ...... 
'· .., ,. ,.. ,..,.,. ~.,.,... ,..,.,.1 
2. ..,., • It • problem 7 
.1. ..,,. ,.._,.,. ,., • ...,.,. .. *~"'1 
« How,.., oflw ,_,. 1Mw fllefJ,. _,.,. fM /N'06bm7 
5. ...... ,...,. their ...,.,.. beM ,...,_1 
........ your Ide.? 
7. .... .,. the...,... of row•..,.,. twel',.., _,.,_1 
&. ...,~.,. .. ,_ .... .,,._.,_ Mef .. 6~f0 "- INIW1 
•· wr..t.,.,.. ._.,., _.,. ••etJfld Itt ,..,. row ,..,.,tion to ,_,.lefl,.,.•7 14 ~. ltow _,.,.._.....,1M Meo,.--.J? 
Now this 1'-t repreaenta a tlenlendoua amount of Information; you obYiOuiW won't be able 
to aimpty a1t down and wrtt. out the llnewlf'L But by the lime you have .-wered them, you 
will be in very good ahepe anct.-..dv to reduce to practice. 
Page A-4S NEWSPEAK 
WPI patent policy continued 
I con 't from page A -31 
cncu1t the techmcian works up for you. In th1s way 1t IS obv1ous that the techmcian did not 
have anything to do with the idea of the mvent1on, he simply developed a circuit that anyone 
fam1liar W1th electronics might have ·developed. Working w ith machinists involves a s1milar 
procedure. Give the machinist the best design for a particular part that you can come up 
with, along with an explanation of the function the part is to accomplish. The machinist is 
allowed to modify your design if it is obvious to him las an expert in the art of machining) 
that the modifications will help the part perlonTI the required function more effectively. As 
long as the function of the part is not cha"98d. there has not been any essential part of the 
inJention developed by the technician. Of course, some logic must be used in interpreting 
this idea. If you are working on a way to hold something, like a rise than you C81lnot have a 
machinist build the rise completely different in cbneept from the way you first told him. 
Since the COI'lCept of the invention deals with holding things. any change in the concept of 
the holder will repraent a new in"f"tion. • 
WOf'l<ing whh advl.art It a little art different. If the project has progressed to the point 
where the conception of the invention hes been worked out fairly comptetely, then then! is 
not much of a poblem. If you want to ret•n all rights to your wor1t you should direct the 
con..,....tiona ao that you •e talking together about sofutiQns to specific problems in the 
reduction to practice. In this regard, you can treat the ~ just lib a machinist 01' 
technician. Keeping good r8COrdl'- even more important in thiS «*18 though. Generally, the 
wortt done by techn~ IIIHghtly J)l'eferable to the actual concept of the invention. It 
often ~ the difference between a good in..,.,tion and a bed one, but usually the 
concept does not depend entirely on the machining done, or the electronics. Advisors, on 
• the othef hand, generally contribute information more in line with the concttpt of the In· 
vention. It is therefore extremely important to keep good records demorlstrating that the 
advi8or was acting mOf'e as a technic:ian (i.e. eolving specific questions designed by you) 
than a co-inventor. Outsiders are more likely to think the advisor did the creative work, 
rather tNn a atudent, if the records are ambiguous. 
A small problem eldsts if you plan to l<eep complete control of inventions, but there has 
been no fully conceived Idees by the time you start the project. Thla ie PI'Obablv a mOf'e 
common Situation th•n starting with a conceived idea. To avoid interacting witt! your ad-
viaor, while certainly minimizing chances of coinventing. wilt probably atao minimize the· 
chancee of productive work. A more effective route might be to wortt with your a<M.or as 
ao.ty as pouible, but keep in mind the potential ~ of co-Invention so that you'll be 
able to handle the problem, if it should arile. 
Propriet•ry lntonn.tion in Project Repol't$ 
Every student who flnilhes an MQP Of' lOP must write a report that is placed in the 
library accessible to ~~nyone interelted. let' a auume that you !MY htve done an MOP and 
developed a new device to pertonn some function. Being somewhat patent wiN, you have 
kept good, legal recOf'da. You have not completely finished the deve'opment. but the project 
is over so you write a report of what you h.ve done. Being proud of your new devtce, you • 
include full detaits of the development to date, after att, that is what the project was ell 
about. Your plans ere to perfect the device, on your own time, and when done, pMent and 
Patent literature 
Unt.s ona knows what others have done before, and are doing now, it is very difficult 
to plan tomOf'row's work. This is why all research projects begin with a literature study. All 
too often, people " reinvent the wheel". As Thomas Edison said "I start where the last man 
left off". 
The "literature" consists of journals, books, abstract services, and indicee that cover 
the subject of Interest. But there also is another vast resource: The Patent Literature. 
Patents are reposltOf'iea for much of the applied scientific and technologic progress of 
the world. Not only do they serve to communicate newly invented material, but, ad-
ditionally, often provide useful historical background information concerning the subject 
matter of the invention. Because patents repreeent such basic and unique sources of in-
formation, the profesaionalscientist and engineer must accept the necessity for using them 
as he does the primary specialty journals and related pubticatlons. 
&nic Re~~sons for Studying the Plltflnt Lit.,.turtl 
Fundamentally, the J)ltent literature is studied for one or more of six reasons: 
1. To become familiar with the state of the art to enable one to relate hie plan of action 
to what others have done and are doing. and to dlecover what others have learned and are 
now leanlJng. 
2. To determine the patentability of a given invention. Basically, this is the "novelty" 
search: the search for anticipation by Others. 
3. To ascertain whether an invention is dominated by an existing patent iaaued to 
another; to check infringement possibilities. 
4 . To attempt to gauge the validity of •n existing patent. 
5. To enable a company to decide what areas of business to get Into. 
6. To study the "methodology of inventing"; to obtain training in Pfoblem solving; to 
see the research approach of others. 
These categories are, of course, inter·related and overlapping. 
Making a . search 
Checking the patent lite;eture is generally called " making a search". The following 
outline is a basic guide to making a search youl'lelf. It assumes that you have an idea for an 
invention and that you would like to check out the prior...._ 
1. The first step is to find the claaa and subclass your invention of the inventions related to 
your subject area, would be filed under at the patent office. This can be done in one of three 
ways: 
a. Try to find & patented device that performs an equivalent function to your invention. Find 
the patent num.1er on the device and look up the patent In the Official Gazette. The class 
subclass will be mentioned. • 
b. Check t he "Ct. saification Manual". This is a thick book that contains a listing of all the 
classes and subclasses. It usually is poeeible to find one 01' two '&Ubclaaaes close to the in-
vention in question. The manual is at the W .P.L 
c. Write the Commiaioner of patents, Patent Office, Washington, D.C. 20025. Explain your 
invention in as much detail as poaible. Include a drawing or sketch if it will help. Request 
the class and subclass in which your invention would be classified. 
2. Write a letter to the Commissioner of Patenta and ask the number of " listing sheets" It 
will take to have a list of all the patents in the subclasses of interest. You can then check the 
subject matter of the patents by reading the summaries published in the Official Gazette. 
3. You now have a list of patents in the subclass of interest. You can then check the 
subject matter of the patents by reading the summaries published In the QffiCial Gazette. 
4. Copies of the patents can be ordered from the patent offica at 50 cents per patent or 
you can go to Boston Public Library and read land copy)_ the patents that are kept on file 
there. 
The above procedure is obviously time consuming. A quick•. but more expensive 
method to make e search Is to employ the services of a professional searcher in 
Washington. He can physically go to the search room In the Patent Office and go through 
the patents kept on file. The cost of this service depends on th~ information requested, but 
$50 to $150 are typical ranges. Patent Attorney's make extenstve use of searchers. If you 
would like to conduct a search this way, ask a patent attorney for help. 
market tt. Careful, there is one flaw in the senariot On the day that your repon 1s placed "' 
the library, the informatiOn 1t contains becomes part of the public domain and you have one 
year to file for a patent, aner which no one can get a patent on it. A year may seem like 1 
tong time, but it really isn't when you're still working on the invention on your own time. 
Fortunately, there is a relatively simple solution. Write the report avoiding specific 
details that are the key to the patentability. The main point to keep In mind is that a per10n 
competent in the subject should NOT be able to duplicate your invention. This usually dolt 
not make the report lttSS readable or understandable, but it does protect your right to the 
invention. 
If there doesn't appear to be a logical way to avoid including material you cor~11idr 
proPfietarY, then don't include it. Use a disclaimer stating something to the effect 
pleta details of the - - - - are omitted from this report for proprietary reasons". Before 
doing thla, you should talk it ovtf with your adviaor. 
A note of Interest: When doing J)l'ojects for spontoring agencies. have someone in the 
company edit your report. Thlt way, material considered proprietary will not accidentally be 
placed In the report. and hence in the public domain. 
Conclusion 
Are patents worth all this bother? Yes and no. Yes because being 
"patent wise" will make you better engineers or scientists, if only 
because the terminology is not so strange anymore. No, becau• 
sometimes patents are not worth much. A patent only gives you tht 
right to exclude others from using the invention. This means that it is up 
to you to sue othec people who are using your invention without your 
permission. This is called "infringement". This can be a long and ex· 
pensive procedure. If you're fighting someone like General Motors, It 
can be almost hopeless. · 
. Patents are not a guarantee of success. It is just a start. It takes a 
tremendous amount of work to realize any profits from an invention, 
even after protection is received through patents. A final point to bring 
up is that in some fields, electronics for example, the rate of progress is 
so fast that the material is often outdated by the time the patent is 
issued. For this reason, many companies don't worry about patents at 
all. 
"Wait a second slow down here," you might say, "first you spend 
forever e¥plaining about patents, now you say they aren't worth 
anything."· Not at all. It's just that to be truly "patent wist" you should 
see both sides of the coin. Patents are often very important and worth 
the trouble they cause, but not always. Wl:len you can tell the difference 
before you get burned, then you'll be truly ''patent wise". 
If you have read this booklet carefully, and have understood most 
of it, then you have all the ba$ic knowledge you need to get started in 
projects in WPI, or at work. But remember, this is only an introduction. 
If you really want to understand patents, then you'll have to read some 
books. The more you read, the more you'll know, but the more con-
fused you'll become. Patent law is a strange field, and mastery of it can 
be had only through years of study. Because of this, there is one rule 
that is more important than all the other rules put together: BeforB 
making any major decision about your invention, talk to B quelified 
petent attorney. 
The folloWing are • lla1 of books that will ... you a1arted on the dluylng roacUe ,.tent 
... ,..... .. 
You CM ... • feel fw 1M CMtetlts by loelll,.. at 1M lla1 of chapter llucllftWI. TMy all 
.,_available at local tlllrartes. WPL II W...cester ...... lc UIN'ery. 
1. "A Patent Maftual tor Sclenttltl and entlneen", GoM. Halmarlc (C.C. TMm••• 
I!Uittllher, 1N1) 101 pp WPL 
.. sic principles of patefttl, coMitlons wlllch w ...,...._, .... lty ec:ceptallle lnv.tloft 
records, ownership of em..-., ... lnvwttteM, ,._. lnfriRIIIMIIt Hd Its .._..lflc:ana, 
employers, ollllptleM, patefttl n a literature of scleRa Md t.dlneloiY. 
2. ''Patents for Tedwlkal Per ....... '', W. Wede (Atilv8ftCI HCM~M, ,....liMn, 1H6) 41 
pttWPI 
How pateftt riPb orltanatM, ,. ..... -...rtm ...... !tow to prefect your lnv.tlen, 
protection of • ,.tent, patents and the ~,..,y, !tow to reacl a ,atent. 
l. "Invention Pw...aton for Pr.atcl,.._l!,..lftMf'l", Amolcl ( .. rnes& Noble,tt7t) tto 
ppWPI 
Fundamentals, what 11 and Isn't • patent. oe.talnlnt a ,ateftt, ,.tent elqtfoHatlen, 
pMent entoratnHt, avoidlnt ,.._.. of .eMn, evaluatlnt a ......... corporate ......, 
......,ama, ,.._. ltc.Ml,.., ,.._. e.wvws. exam,e. of ...-ta. ,. ..... a1atutn. 
4. ''The lnvenlws P ...... Handlleek", ....._(Dial,.,...., 1Mt) UO "WPI 
History, How to ... 1 ,atottt. usiftl 1M petent office, a caae ttlatory, Mlllfll 1M cor· 
poratten or II"Wftm.nt, In ltldulfrlat Iaiii. Law and patems, Inventor's taxes. extracts 
from ,. ..... law, wmmary of ......._.. laws. 
5. "Inventor's Handlllek", FenMr (atemlcal Pubfllhlnt Co., 1Nf) JOI pp WPI 
How to Invent, petent. Test martcetlfttl, hew to make tnOMY from your lnventleft. IMiw 
to manufacture, miMNM yout nudlnnld, 111 fteeded lnventtons. 
6. "Succnsful lnvetltws Guide", Keuter (Prentice Hall, 1HS) 22t pp WPI 
Protecting y..,r lnvelllten at heme, preliminary SHrch: key to patoftta..,ltty,IOivlftt 
1M medet '"oblem, 11 tt.re a marttat for your lnv.,..ion, yeur ,. ..... attorney, ,. ........ 
Mtllnt yeur lnventlen. Starting your own business. 
ThJntll to wrlto for : 
l) Patent OHice: 
· CommiW.ner of P1tonts 
WalhlntfOn, D.C. 20211 alk for list of ,.,..,lcattona 
2) PatMt Ma....-ment ~Irma: 
....... Development Corp. 
M5 Klnt Ave. 
Colvmbul, Otllo 43201 •lk for "Linking tnv.,..ion to Humat'l Neen". Its their 
llroctture. 
J) Patent Protrams 
R .... rt;t, eor...,atten 
4tS Lexington Ave. 
N.Y., N.Y. 10017 Ilk for ......... lnfof'mlf!Qn on lldlnt lndlpelldeftt Inventors. 
4) Lewrence Peslca Auocletes 
500 Fifth Ave. 
N.Y., N.Y. 10026 ask for eeneral Information. 
5) Raymond Lee 
2ll P1rk Av .. 
N.Y., N.Y. 10017 ask for "Invention Kit No. A·112" 
Cynthia Gryniuk 
Morgan 4th 
Judy Scherben 
Goat's Head Pub 
Thanks to the advertisers on these pages for donating prizes to the Homecoming Oueen 
Contest. 
Slllon de Couleur • St. Cyr Cosmetics 
The Hair & face Place 
DISPENSING GOOD TIMES & GREAT LOOKS 
Discover ... Why Students from a II over New England come to us for our 
super cuts & blowstyles. 
235 Park Avenue, Worcester, Massachusetts 
Hair 754-9858 
Denise Day Centre 
of Performing Arts 
Beginner To Profe.~sional 
Face 758-5182 
Ballet-Tap-Jazz Children's Creative Dramatics 
Modern Dance Dancercise 
Denise Day Centre of Performing Arts 
745 Main St., Shrewsbury 844-9730 
Ellen King 
Daniels 2nd 
Susan Turner 
Riley 4th 
Mahavishnu Orchestra 
Kathy Lyga 
The Masque 
Doreen Woodman 
Fencing 
Homecoming Queen Preliminary Judg•s 
Salon DeColeur - Robert Cyr 
Marvin Richmond Studios - Marvin Richmond 
Denise Day Center of Performing Arts - Denise Day 
Cherry & Webb Company - Mrs. Elizabeth Russell 
Mr. & Mrs. Krumpholtz 
9 
10 
Grading 
Palo Alto, Calif. - II.P.l - Several 
StanfOtd fa~.Jity members have em-
phasized the need to develop grading 
practices which illustrate differences in 
student achievement. Provost William F 
Miller warned that failure to develop 
grading practices which reveal differences 
10 individual performance will lead to 
greater reliance on standardized test scores 
in graduate admissions. 
Associate Prof. Oav d Kennedy, history, 
said restoration of a g. ... ding "curve" might 
be helpful as a general guideline. Prof. 
Ernest Chilton, mechanical engineering, 
strongly opposed restoration of a grading 
"curve," saying this wou1d seriously im· 
pede the freedom of professors" to grade 
on absolute values as they see these 
reflected in different students and classes. 
Prof. Herbert Lindenberger, English , 
suggested that this freedom may have 
changed, particularly for nontenured 
faculty, whose.promotions may be partially 
dependent on student evaluations. 
The Faculty Senate rejected last spring a 
motion by Prof. Jack Friedenthal, law, that 
"drop" deadlines be reinstituted. This had 
the effect of maintaining the current 
"record of achievement" on transcripts. 
Adjunct Prof. Marion Smith, neurology, 
strongly defended the current system, 
noting that several students said having a 
chance to "take intellectual adventures 
with penalty" attracted them to Stanford. 
Allowing students to drop a course 
simply be not taking the firfal exam permits 
enrollment by those who would not be 
allowed to simply audit by their instructors. 
Kennedy, who teaches a large lecturE! 
coui"Se, expressed hope some means could 
be found to encourage students who don't 
take finals to notify professors when they 
intend to drop their course. 
Associate Prof. Hans C. Anderson, 
chemistry, said his colleagues suspected 
some students may enroll in as many as 
three lab sections of the same course, 
dropping two after they find where they 
can earn the htghest grade. Several faculty 
members expressed concern at the 
. 
NEWS 
potential waste of academic resources such 
over-registration could involve. 
Registrar Sally Mahoney noted that 
about 10 per cent of those enrolled after 
seven weeks do not complete courses. An 
additionallO per cent or so drop courses in 
the initial "shopping around" period of two 
weeks or so. She said her impression is that 
grading practices here may already have 
shifted, following extensive publicity and 
campus discussion of the current grade 
distributions. Her impression from scanning 
grade reports was that fewer A's are being 
awarded. 
Lee Rosenbaum, speaker of the Student 
Senate, said that "a lot of professors are 
giving more C's," often leading to greater 
inconsistency in grading practices. He 
added: "S.ome have taken vigilante action, 
trying to bring down grade Inflation 
slnglehandedly." Associate Prof. John 
Barton, law, noted some instances where 
students have asked professors to drop 
them from their course after finals rather 
than have a "C" on their transcript. 
Rosenbaum said: "It's not true students 
are some sort. of evil demons trying to 
wreak havoc with the system. Stanford 
grades are a reward for excellence, not 
punishment for failure. Students here are 
responsible enough to know that if they 
drop out at the end they have failed. They 
admit that to themselves. not the whole 
world." 
Rosenbaum said he was "overjoyed" ttt 
the suggestion of an "honors-pass-no 
credit" system by Prof. William Clebsch. 
chairman of religious studies. Kennedy 
pointed out that while this could prove a 
"boon to a few students." it could lea"e the 
transcripts of many QUite "barren." 
Anne Carter, a designated student 
representative. suggested that .he 
University "should inform others of (our) 
deflated system, '· lest students be 
penalized in applying to graduate and 
professional· schools elsewherfl. 
Classifieds: 
FOR SALE: 1968 MG MIDGET ROADSTER 
Less than 33,000 original miles. new roof, 
wire wheels, snow tires. new clutch. ex-
cellent condition. CALL 7S5·2975 or WPI 
BOX 822 or see Steve at Fuller 01. 
NEWSPEAK ride board 
RIDE OFFERED most Fridays - Routes 
290 495 - 3 to Nashua, NH and vicinity. 
Call Bob at 754·0185. 
RIDE AVAILABLE to and frorr 
Framingham, Natick area or anywhert' 
along Route 9 from here to Natick. Leave 
after dinner on Fridays and come bac~ 
between 6-B p.m. on Sundays. Would 
appreciate help with gas money. Contact: 
Box 587 or Morgan 336. 
A RIDE IS NEEDED to Rochester, N.Y. or 
anywhere along the way on the New York 
State Thruway (Syracuse, Utica, or 
wherever) on weekends or especially at the 
I live over in Tatnuck (airport) vicinity, have 
a car, and would be interested In swapping 
driving days with someone else, or just 
having a passenger. Also - generally head 
toward Boston (destination Natick) Friday 
evenings about 5. If anyone needs a ride 
any Friday going that way, would ap-
preciate notif ication. Contact: Charlie 
Martin '77 at Box 1800. 
end of the term. I will share all expensea Willie at work ... 
and driving. Contact Steve in Morgan 204 
l Photos b y IJryce Granger) 
or WPl Box 2171. 
WPI CINEMA TECH 
1975-76 
Oct. 14 - Antonia: A Portrait of the Woman 
Le Haricot 
NOv. 11 - Stavlsky 
Nov. 18 - I. F. Stone's Weekly 
Red NIGhtmare 
Dec. 2 - America 
DeC. 9 - Humaln trop Humane 
N.Y., N.Y. 
Dec. 16 - The Chllplin Review : A Dog's Life ; Shoulder Arms; The 
Pilgrim 
Jan. 6 - The Kid 
The Idle Class 
Jan. 8 - The Thief of Bagdad 
Jan. 13- Sally of the Sawdust 
Jan. 14 - Phantom of the Opera 
The Wall 
Feb. 3 - Point of Order 
Feb. 10 - Ali : Fear Eats the Soul 
March 2 - We.at Price Glory? 
March 9 - The Middle of the Wor ld 
April 6 - Hallelulah 
Apr il 13 - Oily for Night 
All performances are in Alden Memorial Auditorium on 
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. except those on January 8 and 14. 
CINEMA TECH Is open to the public free of char ge except t hose 
programs starred. 
Energy and the Environment 
Announcing a series of lectures on energy resources and their 
impact on the environment to be held Thursday evenings at 7 :00 
p.m. at the Auditorium of the New England Aquarium, Central 
Whar f, Boston. 
'THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1975 
John W. Devanney Ill, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
11The Impact of Offshore Oil on the Collstal Zone" 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1975 
Eldon Greenberg, Center for Law and Social Policy. 
11Superships" 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1975 
J.L. Goodier, Arthur D. Little, Inc. ~~u.s. Needs and Problems 
Associated with Deep Water Ports" 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1975 
Peter Glaser, Arthur D. Little, Inc. " The Use and Future of 
Solar Energy" 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1975 
Clarence Zener, Carnegie-Mellon University. "The Sun, Sea, 
and Survival" 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1975 
William E. Heronemus, University of Massachusetts. " The 
Windpower Alternative Energy System" 
All lectures free and open to the public. 
ruesday, October 14, 19 75 NEWSPEAK 
Commentary 
WP.I & RPI compared 
Doug Knowles 
Teking the time (for once) to read 
through RPI's newspaper. which 
f*WSPHk gets through an exchange 
.-ngement, some interesting stmilarities 
lfld differences between the two schools 
eppear. Admtttedly, this is one person's 
opinion, based on little more than some 
CIIU81 reading, 1::\.lt there 11)8Y very well be 
tome lessons to be learned here. 
Two topics, side by side on a single page 
of 1 newspaper, caught my eye and in· 
.pred this article: PIRG, and student 
government. As we reported last year, 
RPI's established PIRG Board came under 
fire last spring and lost its suppon from the 
achoOI through a referendum. The group is 
now in the process of trying to re-estabhsh 
illelf. 
The notable thing about the topic was 
the manner in which it was apparently 
dilcussed; i.e., reasonably. Editorials in 18st 
year's NewsptHJJc kicked off the controversy 
here. but the thing did get blown out of 
proportion. Unfortunately, those that 
wilhed to see the matter discussed 
.-onably never got the chance in public, 
a the issue had very quickly degenerated 
intO a name-calling and accusation match. 
I.,.Y own antl-PIRG views were evemaulty 
changed; but by people from PIRG itself, 
not from WPI. By that time I didn't even 
dire stick my neck out on the issue, at least 
within WPI. 
The second topic, student government, 
suuck me more from the aspect of RPI's 
SG problems thlt Student Government 
ttselt. The problem: resignations by "ex· 
perienced personnel who are sorely 
needed" for reasons of grades and time 
commitments. 
Sounds familiar. A popular topic of 
discussion among ar.uve students around 
here lately has been the inordinate amount 
of work a few people have been doing. 
,/ Anyone who expresses their problems with 
finding enough time meets with sympathy 
from people who would like to help but are 
in no better shape themselves. 
I sense a major difference, howevar. RPI 
appears -to be blessed with a much more 
unified, conscious campus. Much of this 
feeling comes from the quality of their 
paper, the nature of the material in it, and 
the content of the leners wrinen to it. One 
confirming fact amazes me, though. The 
line to buy season hockey tickets at RPI is 
expected to start to form "fovr to five days 
m sdvancell" I am not renowned for 
backing WPI athle,ics, but I have one 
whole lot of respect for a school that can 
generage psyche like that. 
So, while our problems do not appear 
unique, it would appear that the WPI 
student body is weak in too many areas. 
Those that are pulling their weight in one 
form or another can be proud of the work 
they do, but how about the rest? The only 
reason that this school is as dull as people 
complain it is is because the school is very 
accurately reflecting tts students. 
Doug & Pete thank Bryce & Mike. [Photos by Mike & Bryce) 
When there is a fire, 
it's no time to practice. 
LEARN NOT TO BURN 
Flu Vaccine now available at the Health Office 
in Stoddard C, Hackfield Road entrance. 
Hours: 11 a.m. to 12 noon 
1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Cost: $2.00 
Monday thru Friday 
To: Memben of the Clus of 19n 
From : Your Class Officers 
Subject: Homecoming Concession (for Saturday Night) 
The cl•ss of 19n will be selling wine and cheese at the nightclub 
evening on Homecoming Weekend. Anyone wishing to help should aHend 
a meeting that will be held on Wednesday, October •&, at 4:00p.m. in the 
Wedge. 
We are seeking help from those of you who are interested in working 
for the class. Any more information, contact the oHicers: 
Ray Baker Box 1529 
Kathy Molony Box 1744 
Bill Cunningham Box 2242 
Dennis Metrick Box 880 
Judy Scherben Box1206 
Classical concerts 
Ahod• latand Ph•lhlrmonlo Orc:h1t1r• 
Francis Madeirt Conductor 
Sc:hum1nn AMERICAN FESTIVAL OIIEPITURE 
lvet SYMPHONY N0. 2 
Tc:helkov1ky "ANO CONC!ATO NO.1 In 
.Ioree lolet. Planlet 
FRIDAY. October 2A 
8 Flat Minor 
lrltten FESTIVAL TE DEUM 
Worcester Chorua 
A"rad N"h Pane,.on, 
Chorwl Conductor 
Pucc:lnl 
IELI~TED ARIAI 
Tchelkovaky 
Nlco\81 Gedcla, Tenor 
Matnlpolltan 0111ere 
Carole Farley, lo111rano 
lern1taln CHICHESTER PIALMI 
John Allen. 8ov Alto 
WorcMtar Chorut 
SATURDAY MOANING, October 21 
CONCERT FOA YOUNO PEOPLE 
Weener PRELUDE TO ACT Ill. Lohener1n 
Mendelaaohn FINGAL' I CAllE OVERTURE 
lorodln POLOVETZlAN DANCES 
Mourant NOCTURNE 
llzet SUITE I from CARMEN 
Murrey LEGEND OF SLEEPY HOLLOW 
Robert 118c:k, Narrator 
llballu• FINI.ANDIA 
Rhodelel8nd ,hJiharmonlc OrchMtra 
G•oree Kent. Contluctor 
SATURDAY, October 21 
"'LUCIA DILAMMERMOOA"' Donlaattl 
Artlatt lnternetlonele Production 
Lucia Norma French, eoprano 
Support your local Pub. 
Edgardo Rueban Oomlnguel, ~,.,.~ 
A1hton Adlb Fuah. b.nto.e 
Raimondo Merlo lertotnno. tte• 
Eugene Kohn. Conductor 
AN INIIITATtON 
The Mutlc Auocl8tlon end O•ereWorc .... r 
Invite vou to a 
FUTIIIAL PREVIEW 
lancroft Room, Flrwt Unlurten Church. at 8atte 
St. enuenc:a - Weclnncley, Oat. I . 7:• 
Aabbl Joaeph Klein will dltcuaa artea 10 M per· 
f01~n•cl bv Metropolitan Opera aur N~eloll GeciM 
en4 •oprwno Carole farley on Frltlev avenine ~ 
Festival week, and will demonatrew whtl '"orcl-
lne• 
CoffM end ftleart will Ita Mrvecl. 
MONOAY, Octotlar a 
Hortford lym•hony Orcllaetre 
Arthur WlnotlnM. Con4uctor 
Coplond OUTDOOR OVIRTUAI 
lrahma HAYDN VARIATIOIIM 
ltravlneky FIREIIRD SUITE 
lrehmt VIOL1N CONCIRTO IN 0 , Opua T1 
tuhak Perlman, Vlallnlat 
TUESDAY, Octotler 21 
Hartford Symphony Orcheatra 
Arthur Wlnoerecl, Conductor 
VIvaldi CREDO 
Ieeth oven 
Dvorak 
Worceeter Chorus. 
Alfred Nllh Petteraon, 
Choral Conductor 
PIANO CONCERTO IN E Flat MaJer 
No. I- "lm•eror"- OttUe n 
PhiM~pa Entremont. Pl8ntet 
NEW WORLD SYMPHONY 
(Photos by Grange) 
SENIORS & GRAD. STUDENTS 
Learn about PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES. 
Attend a meeting on Thursday, October 16 
at either 11:00 a.m. or 6:30 p.m. in AK 117. 
Both meetings will cover the same !"aterial. 
Marathon 8-ba/1 
The fifth anr"ual Marathon Basketball game to benefit the United 
Way, sponsored by the IFC, will ~·m from 10 p.m., Saturday, November 
8 to 9 p.m., Sunday, November~. A full slate of events is planned: the 
. Playboy Bunnies game, the wheelchair basketball game, pie throwing, 
slave auctions, and raffles. 
The list of people to contact for information follows: 
Chairmen: Tom May and Vic Carlstrom; Big Prizes, John Oyer 
(LCAI; Entertainment and Announcements, Rick Rudis (SPE); Publicity, 
Mel deCarvalho (FIJI); Security, Bob Sengstaken IZSI; Faculty: John 
Nyquist (PSKI; Food and Refreshments, Thomas Strand (SP); Prizes 
and Donations, Toby Gouker ( SAEI; Follow ups, Steve 0' Alessandro 
(DSTI; Announcers, Andy (Moon) Clancy (TKE}; Game Scheduling, 
Andy Corman (ATO); Foul Shooting and Dribbling, Lenny Powell (TC); 
Referees, Bill Dietrich (PKT). 
Groups are encouraged to start forming teams NOWII 
French realism and romanticism 
French Realism and Romanticism" in-
cluding chiefly French 19th-century prints 
by such masters as Delacroix, Degas, Millet 
and Daumier is the second teaching exhibit 
in a Tri·Cotlege Project at the Worcester 
Art Museum. 
Eight exhibitions will be organized jointly, 
two by Clark University and three each by 
Holy Cross College and Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute. The program is made 
possible by a $4,000 grant from the Mellon 
Foundation and continues through the 
academic year 1975-76. 
The works of an chosen are among the 
finest treasures of the Museum. Each 
exhibition offers enjoyment and education 
to any visitor. Varied themes like Mater~~s 
and Techniques of Sculpture, Art, Science 
and Engineering, and Art and Ufe in An-
cienr Rome make the program of broad 
interest and value in numerous college 
courses such as Fine Arts, English, Modern 
Languages, Classics, History, Science or 
Philosophy. For groups like high school 
classes a free tour would bQ provided with a 
student guide from one of the colleges. 
Professor Virginia Raguin of Holy Cross 
College Is coordinator, working with Ellen 
Berezin, Assistant Curator of Education at 
the Worcester Art Museum. Profeacw 
Samuel T. Cowardin is coordinator for 
Clark and Professor James E. Hensel for 
W.P.I. Jane Schmitz, a senior fine arts 
major at Holy Cross, is asststtng as an 
ihdependent study project. Faculty and 
students select objects and write labels, 
while the Museum provides overall 
curatorial assistance and installs the objects 
in each exhibition. 
The current exhibition emitted ''French 
Realism and Romanticism" was arranged 
by Ellen Kosmer, a student at Worcester 
State College, and will be on view from 
Oc:tober 10 through November 12, 1975. It 
shows lithographs, etchings, and aquatints 
with two works from Gavarni-'s " Souvenirs 
of the Camlval", " Napoleon" by Charlet, 
" The Bars" by Louis LeGrand, and " A 
Fashionable Young Lady" by Constantin 
Guys. Realism versus Romanticism was 
one of the constant artistic dlaloques of the 
19th century, typified in " The Rainbow" by 
Felix Braquemond, in which the reality of 
the industrialized urban environment of 
Paris is contrasted with an idyllic pastoral 
world bom of the romantic imagination. 
The third exhibition will be " The Per-
ception of Space" from the artistic, 
scientific and philosophical points of view, 
arranged by Clark University and on view 
November 14-0ecember 12, 1975 at the 
Worcester Art Museum in the continuing 
-Tri-:College- Project. 
The .Worcester Art Museum Is open free 
to'\ht publ~at alltfines. Museum hours are 
Tuesday through Saturdays from 10 a.m. -
• 5 p.m. and Sundays 2-6 p.m. 
For a free bOoklet on mixology write:GIROUX,P.O.Box2186G, Astoria Station,NewYork,N.Y. ll102. 
Giroux is a product of A·W BRANDS, INC. a subsidiary of IROQUOIS BRANDS LTD. 
CourtesY_ Worcester Art Museum 
TRAVEL CENTER 
A Studeat Travel Cea1er hu beta establlahed for the ae ol tl.adeta&a traveutag 
eiu.et- Ill this e.ntry or Ia f.-elp countries. 
Tile CUter wiD he leu ted Ja the Stadeat Govenmetal Office ud wW be available 
te atudeab from t:to a.m. lo 4 :• p.m. dally. If &~~eire are any questlou eo.eenabst 
a.e Travel Ceaw please eoataet Dean Browa Ia tbe S&adeat Mfaln Offtee. All 
material should be left Ia the ftJe so tbat aU st.denta may beoellt fnm t1ae ID-
format&oa. 
Recipe #P 
'D EL ORADO: 
*Add ice to a mixing glass or jelly jar, 
depending on your financial situation. 
* Pour in 2 oz. of jose Cuervo Thquila. 
* The juice from half a lime. 
* 1 tbsp. of honey. 
*Shake. 
* Strain into a cocktail glass or 
peanut butter jar, depending on your 
financial situation. 
JOSE CUERVO~ TEOUILA . IO PROOF. 
IMPORT£0 AN D BOTTLED BY C>t97~. 1iEUBLElN. INC .• HARTFORD. CONN. 
New England Gl benefits 
A record 95,550 New Englanders tratned 
~me Gl Bill during fiscal year 1975 and 
~tions indicate the number will exceed 
(6,000 persons in this fiscal year, the 
.-ans Administration reported today at 
. The FY 1975 figures .represented a 
14 per cent 1ncrease over FY 1974. 
The current Gl Bill entered its 10th year 
1. Participation rates have exceeded 
under either of its two predecessors. 
159,700 of the 2n,soo eligible 
era veterans have used Gl Bill 
about 60 per cent. 
participation rate was 43.4 per cent 
13 years of the Korean Conflict bill 
5 per cent under 12 years of the 
World War II bill. 
FY 1975 toUil included Mltty 10,000 
England men end women still on 
military duty. Of the remaining 
veterans from the six-state area. 
70,000 saw service during the 
era. Two out of three persons 
in 1976 were at the college level. 
IIMiimi,IArv reports received by VA of fall 
'~ltldrMtlt across the nation indicate the 
1976 record will be short-lived. "Our 
bs decreasing 
!CPS) - Job offers to 1975 bachelor's 
.,_ graduates were down 24 per cent 
1111111 1974, according to a survey by the 
Placement Council. This was an 
steeper decline than that forecast by 
Council in May. 
At the master's level, job opportunities 
down 18 per cent and at the Ph.D. 
MI. 37 per cent. 
Job offers to male graduates in general 
more sharply than those to 
as women holders of master's 
•tl!pes received 11 per cent more offers 
in 1974, with most offers coming up in 
41'-llinelss administration. 
Starting salaries were up slightly, with 
tnaUS~lS In most fields less than 5 per cent. 
bikes 
fcPS) - In a show of feithrin student's 
the East Carolina University 
llllwnpus police are plac1ng bicycles around 
l"''llllllpus to help students to get around. 
bikes, which were stolen or lost and 
unclaimed by their owners. will be 
gold and dastributed around 
for students to ride. A decal will 
L'!llllllrltifv each bike as a university bicycle. 
moBOOKSTORE 
..&.....Z......L_I-J MEMO 
COLLEGE SALES A SERVICES 
Class Ring orders taken 
October 15th, 10 •.m.-4 p.m. 
S20.00 Deposit Required. 
According to Postmaster 
save 3c •ncl send First Class 
Instead of Airmail In U.S.A. 
Most First Class Mail will go 
Air at lOC rate. 
WPI Bookstore will be open 
for Homecoming 10 a.m.-1 
' p.m. 
Astroloo. Metaphysics 
& Occult Material 
lrot••r•••~ ltok •••' 
16 Marion Ave. 
MJIJbury 
7H-9211 oH 122 
best forecast at this time is for 3.0n,OOO 
tra1nees in fiscal year 1976," a VA 
spokesman said. 
The FY 1975 national figures included 
890,000 persons entering training for the 
first time. This is almost 100,000 more than 
entered training in FY 1974. Of the new 
trainees, 67 per cent entered at college 
level, exclusive of correspondence courses. 
VA officials attribute the current surge m 
participation to increased educational 
assistance allowances enacted under the 
Vietnam Era Readjustment Act of 1974. 
Single veterans attending school full time 
receive $770 monthly. A veteran with one 
dependent draws $321 monthly, $366 wnh 
two dependents and an additional $22 
monthly for each dependent over two. 
A special outreach effort has been 
started by the VA to urge more than 3,300 
eligible women veterans around New 
England who have not used their Gl Bill 
benefits. Deadline for completion of 
training is May 31, 1976, or 10 years from 
the veteran's date of discharge, whichever 
is later. 
Among those 2,800 women from the 
New England area who have used the 
current bill, some. may be eligible for a 
special retroactive payment. Women 
veterans who were married and who at· 
tended school under the Gl Bill between 
June 1, 1966, and Oct. 24, T972, may be 
SOfo 
eligible for about $30 for each month they 
were in traming while married. 
The spec1al payment equalizes benefits 
with those received bv narned male 
11eterans who trained under the Gl Bill 
during th1s per~od. Women veterans may 
file claims for the money at any VA regional 
office before July 1, 1976. 
Representative 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
to be on campus 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4 
GnU.te study Information-all flekls of 
Letters, Arts 6 Stleueea 
Special emphaall on Sdnen 
Contacl Dtn!ctor of Graduate and Career Plana 
DOLORES 
.,., •. , ,,., 
Welcomes WPI students 
Special Rate 16.99 Reg. SlO 
Worcester Ctnter 
Shampoo .... Style Cut (Your Choice) .... Blow Dry 
South Mall, Lower Level (Next to Rob Roy' s) 
Checks accepted with student I D. 
Call791-0459 or walk in 
Do-All 
With your free CBT Do-All account you can write all the free 
personalized drafts you want - just like you would a check-
anywhere. anytime and still earn 5% interest per year. 
Whether you're at home paying bills. downtown shopping, or away on vacation 
you can use your DerAil Account just as you would a conventional cheCking 
account but never be charged tor drafts, transactions or any statement services. 
Call or visit Commerce Bank today for all the details on the account 
that's not only free and convenient but also pays you interest 
the Commerce Bank Do-All Account. 
I:BI 
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Engineers master Bates 
by Grogsno 
WPI defeated the Bates College Bobcats 
'JS-27 in a come from behind thriller at 
Garcelon field, Saturday in Lewiston, 
Maine. Brad Mills' field goal gave the 
engineers a 25J.7J lead wrth 3:22 left to play 
in the game and the WPI defense, led by AI 
Barry prese"'ed the victory which evened 
WPI's record at 2 wms and 2 losses. 
After a scoreless first quarter, WPI fell 
behind 21·0, when Bates capitalized on 
engineer mistakes. WPI came storming 
back however, behind the passing and 
running of freshman Artie Hughes. Hughes 
passed for 14 yards to Marty Paglione for 
the first WPI score, which was set up by a 
38 yard scramble by Hughes. The engineers 
cut the lead to 21-13 at half-time when 
fullback Alan Simakauskas scored from the 
10 yard line on a draw play. The extra point 
was blocked. 
KAP against WIG in the lntr6mur61 Vo//eybtl/1 Finals 
In the second half the engineers t~ 
advantage of the weak Bat88 defensive 
secondary and put the ball in the air. With 
11:62 remaining in the 3rd quarter, Hughes 
hit wide receiver Mike Walker for a 9 vard 
toochdcwwn peas which was set up by a 
Pete Stanton fumble recovery. The pass for 
two failed and Batee lead 21-19. 
Hughea, who receMKI near perfect 
· protection all day from the WPI offensive 
line then t..med with Walk• again to 
[photo by Fox) 
WIG. edges KAP .. 
retains volleyba·ll title 
.. move the ball to the Batea 19 yd. line. A 
ecreen pau to eenlor Tom McAloon gave 
the engineer~ the bell on the one and 
Siinebulbl buled OWit for IW .econd 
touchdown 3 p1jVs ... Bred Milia #ldded 
• the extnl point end WPJ INd for the. filst 
time In the glll'lle. 26-21, with 3:14 lett to • · After a v.y exciting play-off WMk In 
~~----~VIC!Ie.Wend 
vert dote gaihea;'ll'hi l(apf)a Th«a rnef the 
·1174 champe, the Kuwaiti teem known • 
r the Worcester Islamic Group, Friday night 
In the Intramural volleybell finals. 
The first genw fOund WJG jumping out to 
a 3.Q teed. and m8in~~ it to win the 
game 1 &-11 to teed in the best of three 
game match, 1.0. 
The second game looked like a run-away 
1$ WIG im~tely won the service from 
KAP and built up a seemingly In· 
aunnountable8-0 lead. It soon was 9-1, but 
then KAP began to put thlngt together and 
WIG seemed to loee ita composure. KAP 
chipped wway at the lead and went ahead 
13-9, and finally won 15-11 to deal WIG ita 
fir.t defeat in a single game since 1974. 
The third game looked like it was going 
to be KAP all the way, as they built up a 13· 
4 lead. But as the many KAP spectators 
yelled "two, two, two" each time won the 
service, it went for naught. WIG whinled 
away the lead until finally KAP was down 
•14·13. KAP won the service and scored twG 
to go ahead 16-14, only to lose it to WIG 
who promptly tied it up at 15 all (a volleyball 
game must be won by two points). The 
service went back and forth before WIG 
finally scored two more points to win 11-15 
and win the Intramural Volleyball Cham· 
' .. 
pionship for the MCOnd ~ year. 
. ~ thenka to 1he r......_ who 
prOvided the *' ,w.,.;ng of the ee110n 
during the play-off week. The~om. were 
Bob .. Gregarto from ~· l..t.lnatics 
1head ,..,.,.. at Nt) with tcllth ~nett 
from SAP, Mille BeeUCtoin, John Con-
testabile and Jeff Blanton from Fiji, Ralph 
Secc:o from KAP, and Ed White from 03E 
who eft switched aft refereeing lines end 
net. 
Tuesdav'• games were played to 
determine the number 7 and 8 seede. Four 
teams were tied up with the 8th best 
regular season recOrds at 8-2: Phi Gamma • 
Delta, Phi Sigma Kappa, Lambda Chi Alph8· "" 
and the Vent!..._ Ml~ P~ "'-~;. 
close match ·12: 9-'t5;"""l6-5 to lallln:tKe 
number 7 spot while the Venezuelans beat 
LCA in two games for the number 8 spot. 
The quaner finals found WIG beating the 
'-"tnezuelans 2;.o, SAE beating SPE 2·1, 
PKT (AI beating FIJI 2-0, and SAP beating 
PKT (B) 2-0 . .. 
In the semifinals, WIG beat SAE 2-0, and 
PKA (A) beat SAP 2~. which set the stage 
for Fridays exciting final game where WIG 
beat PKT tAl 2-1. 
The seeding went as fOllows: 1) WIG (11-
0); 2) PKT (A) (10-0); 3! SAP 110..0); 4) SAE 
(10-1); 5) SPE (1) (9-1); 6) PKT (8) (9-2); 71 
Fiji (A) (9-21; 8) Venz (9-2). 
Harriers drop first meet 
play in the 3nf quarter. ) 
a.- did not quit however and bobcat 
Ouarterbeck Hugo CalaNnte hit Wide 
reoelver Mark Shapiro for 1 8 ~ touch· 
down ~Whic:h 11t tM,... for M•· &eat 
period Heiloc:a. 
Defensively Bob Dolan, AI Barry and 
Rich McNemarra combined with the rest of 
the WPI defense to halt a last minute drivt 
by the Bobcat. Dolan deflected a long 
halfback pass, possibly saving a t~ 
down and Barry picked off a pass tipped 11v 
McNamarra and retumed it to the Wpt 
18, where the engineers ran out the cloel 
Hughes who entered the game mic~wty 
through the first half completed 13 paa .. 
of 24 attempts and also picked up 47 verda 
on 4 carries. Hughes' main target Wit 
Clinton's Mike Walker who caught 11 
passes for 186 yards. 
Next week the engineers take on till 
Cardinals of Wesleyan in a Homeco~ 
dav clash. The Wesleyan defense is tO\IIfl 
but will be hard pressed to stop the \WI 
aerial show. 
WPI 0 13 13 3-a 
Bates 0 21 0 6-l7 
First" Period: No lCorlng. 
Second Period: B·Jeter, 1 run 
failed) 12:19; Deli'Fraio 68 run (Bu"* 
peaa) 8:56; Jeter, 1 run (Deli'Eralo) 6:10; W. 
Paglione, 14 pass from tiughes (Mills kJc11t 
4:02; Slmakauskas 10 run (kick bloc .. 
1:27. 
Third Period: W-Walklf, 9 pass halt 
Hughes (paa. failedl 11:52; Slmasa~ 
1 run (Mila) 3:44. 
Fourth Period: B·Shapiro, 8 paa ,_ 
CaiMante (run failed) 11:13; W -Milla a 
field goal 3:22. 
STATISTICS 
WPI 
· Arstdowne 
AustM.~ 
Pllllingy.-dl 
Retumvank 
p ..... 
Punta • 
Fumbles-loin 
~verdi 
17 
40-111 
229 
70 
17-32.-1 
5-36 
[Photo by Grt1ng1l The Harriers of WPI faced three teams in 
improving ita record this week to 10-1, 
whiJe suffering the first lola of the current 
season. On Tue.day, the engineers faced 
an improved Bentley and Tufts squad8 here 
at WPl. With the exceptional running of 
senior w-captain Alan Briggs and fresh. 
man Ntlte Murphy, the harriers were 
victorious with a score of 25 as compared 
to 46 for Bentley and 56 for Tufts. At the 
same time, Briggs and Murphy estabhhed 
a new home cou,.. record~ 25.16, while 
increasing the teams record to 10-0. 
Sophomore John Het&ln finished 4th, 
Junior Steven Sweeney 6th, and 
Sophomore Mark Steblin 12th to round out 
the scoring for WPI. The meet proved to be 
a superb effort for everyone as 10 of the 11 
Tech runners established personal best 
times for the season. Thia brought the team 
to an identical record as last season at this 
point as they prepared to face a difficult 
Bates squad. 
Bates course record, ontv to be beaten by 
another Batea runner. With both teams 
running well, it proved to be team depth 
that determined the winner, as the Harriers -
from Bates taking first, third, fifth, sixth, 
8ghth, and ninth winning 24 to 36. Co-
Captain Alan Briggs had difficulty after a 
gOod attn and finished In 4th for the 
engineera. Othera who ran well were 
sophomore John Hellin in 7th, freahmen 
Norm GuRiimette in 12th and Junior Steve 
Sweenev in 13th. For Batea, It wtt the belt 
team effort they have had all season. 
Although losing to Batee, the team feels 
confident of overtaking the Bates squad 
when they meet again November 1st In the 
Eastern. at Franklin Park, Boston. 
Soccer team's record at 4-3 
On Saturday, the team traveled to Maine 
for its most important meet of the season. 
Freshman Mike Murphy of WPI broke the 
The next meet for the Harriers will be 
Saturday at home against the Crusaders of 
Holy Cross. This Is the first time the 
Harriers have ever faced Holy Cross in dual 
meet competition. The Crusaders retum a 
powerful squad from last season where 
they finished 7th on New England and wUI 
prove to be extremely difficult for the 
Harriers to overtake. 
The Regional Environment Council 
inv\tes you to 1 special program on 
Dr. J~J~~~AP~n 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1975 
at 7:30p.m. at the State Mutual Lite Building 440 lincoln St. 
by Bucci 
After dropping their first three games, 
the WPI soceer squid hn come back 
strong wiMing fQUr In a raw. MIT was the 
first victfm, 4-3, followed by Nichola, 6-0, 
and Lowell University, 4-2. and finaltv Clark 
by a ecora of 4-3. 1M team hal demon-
strated moments of brilliance but is not yet 
to last vear'a standards. Big guns Alan King 
and John Maxouris are again scoring goals 
left and right, Alan haa 9 and John 6. 
The match against MIT waa a poorly 
officiated one, and although the score was 
4-3 it wasn't as close aa it sounds. Jake 
Mandelbaum played excellently and scored 
the winning goal on a short from just 
outside the penalty area. · 
The romp against Nichols is just what the 
team needed to loosen up. Everyone looked 
good and everyone got -.chance to play. 
Alan King lead the attack with 2 goalsancU 
aaaista and midfleldera Chris Cocaine 
Brian Clang played flawi&Miv. 
The win over Lawell U was an importlnt 
one, because lowell ha beaten 101'111 
ranked teama, including Tufts. Again Tacll 
eatabUshed midflekt control and the off.,.. 
got off to a fantastic start ahlelding tM 
Lowell goaltehder, by scoring 3 goals In dll 
first 7 minutes of the match. Alan King, co-
captain Rick Aucis, John Maxouris enl 
Wayne Shlatte aU scored a goal. 
Saturdav WPI stopped a determintd 
Clark University equad. The game 
played in a driving rain which made the bll 
difficult to control. King and Maxouris eadl 
scored 2 goals, but even a better plf' 
formance was tumed in by 
Larry Hindle at his right fullback DD!llliOI!o• 
Pool closed Homecoming Weekend Friday and Satu 
nights. Pool reserved Wednesday night 7-8 for water 
polo playing. (Not a team anyone can participate) 
FINAL STANDINGS (REGULAR SEASON) Bye-Bye 
LEAGUE 1 
SAP (10-0) 
SPE (1) (9-U 
Fili (A) (1-2) 
SP (6-4) 
LCA (2) (6-4) 
DST (4-4) 
PSK ( 8) (4-4) 
02A (l-7) 
TUB (2-t) 
M4 (2-t) 
MQ (1-9) 
.. 
LEAGUE 2 
WIG (11-0) 
SAE (10-1) 
PKT ( 8) (9-2) 
. Celts (8-3) 
ATO (7-4) 
03E (6-5) 
Sters (54) 
lP (4-7) 
DlC (3-t) 
QTU (2-f) 
LCA (J) 0-10) 
Utes (0-11) 
LEAGUE 3 
PKT (A) (10-0) 
PSK (A) (1-2) 
Venz (1-2) 
LCA (1) (1-2) 
BSU (4-5) 
D4 (3-4) 
SPE (2) (l-7) 
LL ().7) 
DO (l-7) 
TC (l-7) 
011 (1-9) 
-
AriDy R .OT(} 
helps pat 
yo·• ·ah~ad·~ 
You've heard that before. 
So, make us prove it. We think we can. 
Army ROTC helps keep all your options open. That means a lot unless you're ab-
solutely certain how you want to spend the rest of yo"r life. It prepares you for success 
in both clvlll-1tn and military careers. 
How? 
First (and maybe foremost) Army ROTC teaches you leadership. Practical leader-
ship. How to deal with and Influence people; how to make things happen. Business and 
government always pay a premium for leadership! 
" While you take the Advanced Course, you also earn $100' per month. That'll help pay 
your expenses. 
You earn your commission while you earn your degree. The commission, by Itself, 
testifies to your leadership abilities. You have the option of an Army career with all the 
pay, prestige and travel opportunities of an officer. 
You can start ROTC In Term B. For Freshmen, there's only one two-hour class a week. 
If your grades are good, you might be competitive for a 3-year ROTC scholarship. 
There are plenty of other reasons why Army ROTC makes sense for a young man or 
woman determined to get ahead. We'd like to tell you more. 
Interested? Find out a little more. Drop ower to Harrinaton Auditorium. 
See Captain Bill Brethorst or call 752-7209. 
ARMY ROTC. 
Learn What it take~ 
. 
to le·ad. 
I photo by BG I 
What's Happening? 
TUESDAY 14th -
Clnematech - Antonia: A Portrait of the Women. 7:30 p.m. 
Reception for Homecoming Queen candidates, Higgins House, 7:00p.m. 
"Sex Isn't That Simple"; Dr. Richard Hettllnger, Assumption, Auditorium; 8:00 p.m. 
I 
WEDNESDAY 15th-
All Over; Holy Cross, Hogan Campus Center, nightly at 8:00p.m. through the 19th. Admission: 
Student $1.50, Public $3.00. 
Theater: The Importance of Being Earnest; Oscar Wilde, Foothills Theater, 6 Chatham Street. 
Students $2.50 through 10-26. . 
Film: The Old Man and the Su; Clark U., 8:00p.m. ~ 10:00 p.m. Free 
Historical Society of Early Amerfcan Decoration, The History and Folklore of American Country 
Tinware, Margaret Coffin, Gordon Library Seminar Room, 2:00p.m. 
THURSDAY 16th -
ASME New England Region Student Section Officers Meeting, Higgins 101, 3:00-10:00 p.m. 
Theater: Masque & Mime Children's ThHtre, Worcester State, AUditorium, 9:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
Through the 17th. Admission: $1.50. 
FRIDAY 17th-
Film : Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Sex But Were Afraid to Ask; Clark U., 8:00 
p.m. & 10:00 p.m. Free 
Dinner for Homecoming Queen candidates, Morgan C, 6:00p.m. 
Concert: Herbie Hancock and the Manauishne Orchestra; Harrington, 8:00 p.m. Students $4.00, 
Outsiders $5.50. 
SATURDAY 18th- Homecoming 
Film: David Copperfield; Worcester Art Museum, 2:00 p.m. Admission Sl.OO. 
Film : The Nun; Clark U., 8:00 p.m. & 10:00 p.m. Free 
Homecoming registration and coffee hour, baseball field, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 noon. 
Soccer and Cross Country vs. Holy Cross, home - 11 :00 a.m. 
Skull luncheon, Higgins House, 11:30 a.m.-1 :00 p.m. 
Coffee for Homecoming Queen candidates, Harrington Conference Room, 11:00-11:45 a.m. 
Tailgate Picnic & Barbecue, Alumni field, 11:30 a.m.-1 :30 p.m. 
Football vs·. Wesleyan, home- 1:30 p.m. 
Rope Pull, Institute Park, after game. 
Alumni Happy Hour, Higgins House, after game. 
Class of '79 Buffet, Morgan A, 6:00p.m. 
Fraternity Alumni Activities at Individual houses throughout evening. 
Nightclub: Jimmy "JJ" Walker, "Dy-No-Mite: comedian and Little John and Piun dance band, 
Harrington, 8:00 p.m. Students $3.00, Outsiders $5.00. · 
Pub Entertainment - Sanford-Riley, evening. 
SUNDAY t9th-
Organ Recital: Worcester Art Museum, Douglas Risner, 3:00p.m. 
Film : Frankenstein and Dracula; Assumption, Auditorium, 2:00p.m. and 8:00p.m. Admission $1.00. 
Film : Paper Moon; Alden Hall, 8:00p.m. Free 
TUESDAY 21st -
Anastasia; Clark U., 8:00 p.m. & 10:00 p.m. Free 
WPI Women's Club, Foothills Theatre Party, 8:00 party. 
Speakers: Women Today, speakers and workshops, 7:00p.m. nightly through the 23rd, Holy Cross, 
Hogan 519, Registration $1.00 each evening. 1 
(photo by Bryce Granger] 
